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Abstract
We develop the representation theory of self-injective algebras which admit Galois coverings
by the repetitive algebras of tilted algebras of wild type. Moreover, we exhibit dierences between
this class of algebras and wild blocks of group algebras. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
MSC: Primary 16G10; secondary 16D50
0. Introduction
In the paper, by an algebra is meant a nite dimensional K-algebra (associative, with
an identity) over an algebraically closed eld K . For an algebra  we denote by mod
the category of nite dimensional right -modules and by D : mod ! modop the
standard duality HomK (−; K). If all projective modules in mod are injective then 
is called self-injective. The classical examples of self-injective algebras are provided
by the blocks of group algebras KG of nite groups G, or more generally by the Hopf
algebras. Frequently, self-injective algebras are socle equivalent (stably equivalent) to
self-injective algebras having triangular Galois coverings, and then we may reduce the
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study of such algebras and their representations to that for the corresponding algebras
of nite global dimension. This is the case for all representation-nite self-injective
algebras [11,33] and certain classes of tame representation-innite self-injective algebras
[61,64]. An important class of self-injective algebras is formed by the algebras of the
form B^=G where B^ is the repetitive algebra [33] (locally nite dimensional, without
identity)
B^=
26666664
. . .
. . . 0
Qi−1 Bi−1
Qi Bi
Qi+1 Bi+1
0
. . .
. . .
37777775
of an algebra B, where Bi = B and Qi = BD(B)B for all i 2 Z, the algebras Bi are
placed on the main diagonal of B^, all the remaining entries are zero, the matrices in B^
have only nitely many non-zero elements, addition is the usual addition of matrices,
multiplication is induced from the B-bimodule structure of D(B) and the zero map
D(B)
N
B D(B) ! 0, and G is an admissible group of K-linear automorphisms of B^.
We note that if B is of nite global dimension then the stable module category mod B^
of mod B^ is equivalent, as a triangulated category, to the derived category Db(mod B)
of bounded complexes over mod B [28].
Let  be a nite connected quiver without oriented cycles, H the path algebra K
of , T a tilting H -module and B = EndH (T ) the associated tilted algebra of type .
An algebra A of the form B^=G, where G is an admissible innite cyclic group of linear
automorphisms of B^, is called a self-injective algebra of tilted type . It is known
that A= B^=G is representation nite (respectively, representation-innite of tame type)
if and only if  is a Dynkin quiver [33] (respectively,  is an Euclidean quiver
[2,61]). Moreover, in both cases the module category mod B^=G is well understood (see
[11,33,2,61]). We are interested in the structure of mod B^=G for the remaining wild
quivers . In fact, in the paper, by a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type is meant
an algebra of the form B^=G where B is a tilted algebra of wild type  and G=( B^),for
the Nakayama shift B^ of B^ and a positive automorphism  of B^ (see 3:10). Our interest
in this class of algebras is also motivated by the following result proved recently by the
third named author and K. Yamagata [67]. Suppose that the Auslander{Reiten quiver
 A of a self-injective algebra A contains a non-periodic generalized standard (in the
sense of [63]) right stable full translation subquiver which is closed under successors
in  A. Then A ’ B^=( B^) for a tilted algebra B not of Dynkin type and a positive
automorphism  of B^.
The aim of this paper is two-fold. On the one hand, we develop the representation
theory of self-injective algebras of wild tilted type. On the other hand, we exhibit big
dierences between the self-injective algebras of wild tilted type and the wild blocks
of group algebras of nite groups over the eld K of characteristic p> 0.
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1. Preliminaries
1.1. Throughout this paper K will denote a xed algebraically closed eld. By an
algebra is meant an associative nite dimensional K-algebra,which we shall assume
(without loss of generality) to be basic and connected. For such an algebra A there
exists an isomorphism A ’ KQ=I where KQ is the path algebra of the ordinary
quiver Q = QA of A and I is an admissible ideal of KQ. If the quiver QA has
no oriented cycles then A is said to be triangular. For an algebra A, we denote by
mod A the category of nite dimensional (over K) right A-modules and by ind A its
full subcategory consisting of indecomposable modules. By an A-module is meant
an object of mod A. We shall denote by rad(mod A) the Jacobson radical of mod A,
that is,the ideal in mod A generated by non-isomorphisms in ind A. The innite rad-
ical rad1(mod A) of mod A is the intersection of all nite powers radi(mod A), i 
1, of rad(mod A). We shall denote by D : mod A ! mod Aop the standard duality
HomK (−; K).
1.2. Let A be an algebra. We shall denote by  A the Auslander{Reiten quiver of A,
and by A and −A the Auslander{Reiten translations DTr and TrD, respectively. We
shall identify the vertices of  A with the corresponding indecomposable A-modules.
By a component of  A we mean a connected component of  A. A vertex X of  A
is said to be left stable (respectively, right stable) if nAX is dened for all integers
n  0 (respectively, for all integers n  0). Further, X is said to be stable if nAX
is dened for all n 2 Z. Moreover, X is said to be periodic if X ’ nAX for some
n  1. For a component C of  A we denote by Cs the stable part of C obtained from
C by removing all non-stable modules and arrows attached to them. A component C
of  A of the form ZA1 or ZA1=(r) is called quasi-serial. Similarly, a component
C of  A with Cs ’ ZA1 or Cs = ZA1=(r) is said to be stably quasi-serial. A
stable module X in a stably quasi-serial component C of  A is said to be stably
quasi-simple provided it has exactly one immediate predecessor (equivalently, exactly
one immediate successor) in Cs. For such a module X , there are innite sectional
paths
   ! [r]X ! [x − 1]X !    ! [2]X ! [1]X ! X
and
X = X (1)! X (2)!    ! X (r)! X (r + 1)!   
in Cs. Then any module M in Cs is of the form iA[r]X (equivalently, 
i
AX (r)) for
some i 2 Z, and in this case, the number r is said to be the stable quasi-length of M ,
and will be denoted by sql(M). Hence sql([r]X ) = r = sql(X (r)). If C is quasi-serial
we write ql(M) instead of sql(M) and call it the quasi-length of M . Moreover, in such
a case, a module X in C with ql(X )=1 is said to be quasi-simple. For a module X in
a component C of  A we denote by (! X ) the full translation subquiver of C formed
by all predecessors of X in C. Dually, (X !) denotes the full translation subquiver
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of C formed by all successors of X in C. It is well-known that the Auslander{Reiten
quiver  A describes the structure of the quotient category mod A=rad
1(mod A). Fol-
lowing [63] we say that a convex, full, translation subquiver D of  A is generalized
standard if rad1(X; Y ) = 0 for all modules X and Y from D. In such a case, we may
recover the morphisms between the modules in D from the graph structure of D.
1.3. Let A be a self-injective algebra, that is, AA ’ D(A)A. If A and D(A) are iso-
morphic as A-bimodules, the algebra A is said to be symmetric. We shall denote by
mod A the stable module category of mod A. Recall that the objects of mod A are
the objects of mod A without projective direct summands, and for any two objects
M and N of mod A the space of morphisms from M to N in mod A is the quotient
HomA(M;N ) =HomA(M;N )=P(M;N ), where P(M;N ) is the subspace of HomA(M;N )
consisting of all A-homomorphisms which factorize through projective A-modules. We
have two mutually inverse endofunctors A; −A : mod A
−!mod A. We will consider
also the Heller’s loop and suspension functors 
A, 
−A : mod A
−!mod A. If A is
symmetric then A = 
2A and 
−
A = 

−2
A . Observe that if C is an innite compo-
nent of  A then Cs is obtained from C by removing all projective modules in C,
and consequently Cs is also connected. Moreover, 
A(Cs) and 
−A (C
s) are stable
parts of some components in  A. A component C in  A is said to be stably gen-
eralized standard if rad1(X; Y ) = 0 for all modules X and Y from Cs. For gen-
eral background concerning representation theory of algebras applied here we refer
to [3,53].
1.4. Let K be of characteristic p> 0 and G a nite group whose order is divisi-
ble by p. Then the group algebra KG is a product KG = B1      Bm of con-
nected algebras called the blocks of KG. It is known that a block is a symmetric
algebra. An analogue of the role played for KG by a Sylow p-subgroup of G is
a defect group of a block. A defect group of a block B of KG is dened to be
a minimal subgroup D of G such that every B-module M is D-projective, that is,
isomorphic to a direct summand of W
N
KD KG for some KD-module W . The de-
fect groups of a block B of KG form one conjugacy class of p-subgroups of G.
It is known that a block B of KG is representation-nite if and only if a defect
group D of B is cyclic. Further, B is representation-innite of tame representation
type if and only if p = 2 and a defect group D of B is dihedral or semidihedral
or generalized quaternion. We refer to [19] for a complete classication of tame
blocks of group algebras and related references. In the remaining cases, a block B
of KG is said to be wild. The Auslander{Reiten quiver of any wild block con-
sists of quasi-serial components due to a result by the rst named author [21] (see
also [71]). In fact, for any wild block we have innitely many tubes [13] and in-
nitely many components with the stable parts ZA1 [20]. Moreover, for any n  1
there is a wild block which has stable tubes of rank bigger than n [12]. For back-
ground concerning the representation theory of nite groups applied here we refer to
[6,7].
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2. Tilted algebras
2.1. Let  be a xed connected wild quiver without oriented cycles, H =K the path
algebra of , and T a (multiplicity-free) tilting H -module, that is, Ext1H (T; T ) = 0 and
T is a direct sum of n pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable H -modules, where
n is the number of vertices of  [9,29]. Consider the corresponding tilted algebra
B=EndH (T ). Then T determines a torsion pair (F(T );G(T )) in modH and a splitting
torsion pair (Y(T );X(T )) in mod B. The torsion-free classes F(T ) and Y(T ) are
dened by
F(T ) = fX 2 modH jHomH (T; X ) = 0g;
Y(T ) = fY 2 mod B jTorB1 (Y; T ) = 0g:
The torsion classes are dened by
G(T ) = fX 2 modH jExt1H (T; X ) = 0g;
X(T ) = fY 2 mod B jY ⊗B T = 0g:
By the theorem of Brenner{Butler, the functor F=HomH (T;−) denes an equivalence
between G(T ) and Y(T ) whereas the functor F 0 = Ext1(T;−) denes an equivalence
between F(T ) and X(T ). The images F(I) of all indecomposable injective H -modules
I via F form a section (of type ) in one connected component CT of  B, called the
connecting component of  B determined by T . This component connects the torsion-free
part Y(T ) with the torsion part X(T ). Moreover, the restrictions of B to Y(T ) and of
−B to X(T ) are full functors. Note that H and 
−
H are full functors on modH . If T is
preprojective (or preinjective) then B=EndH (T ) is said to be a wild concealed algebra.
The Auslander{Reiten quiver of a wild concealed algebra B consists of a preprojective
component containing all indecomposable projective B-modules, a preinjective compo-
nent containing all indecomposable injective B-modules, and innitely many regular
components of type ZA1 (see [52]). An indecomposable module from a regular com-
ponent of  B is said to be a regular B-module. In general, Ringel proved in [55] that
all regular components in  B, except the connecting component CT which also may be
regular (if T is a regular tilting H -module), are of type ZA1 or ZA1=(r). Further,
Strauss proved in [68] that  B has preprojective components and preinjective compo-
nents. Finally, it follows from [37] that for the study of Y(T ) (respectively, X(T ))
it is enough to consider the case when T has no non-zero preinjective (respectively,
preprojective) direct summands.
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2.2. Assume T is not projective and has no non-zero preinjective direct summands.
We shall need the following facts:
(i) T has a decomposition T = T 0  T 00 such that C =EndH (T 0) is a connected wild
concealed algebra and the preprojective component of  C is a unique preprojective
component of  B [68].
(ii) Let C be a component of  B completely contained in Y(T ) and dierent from
the preprojective component. Then the following statements hold [37,38]:
(a) The orbit-graph of the C is of type A1 and the stable part Cs of C is of the
form ZA1.
(b) There exist an indecomposable module X in C and an indecomposable module
~X in a regular component ~C of  H such that (! X ) = F(! ~X ).
(c) There exists an indecomposable module Y in C such that (Y !) consists of
regular C-modules. In particular, if M 2 C then −mB M is a regular C-module
for m/0.
(d) If M 2 C and Y 2 Y(T ) a module without non-zero direct summands from
the connecting component CT then HomB(M; −mB Y ) = 0 for m/0.
(iii) For any regular component D of  H there exists an indecomposable module Z in
D and a component C of  B contained in Y(T ) such that F(Z) is an indecom-
posable module of C and F(! Z) = (! F(Z)) [37].
2.3. Assume T is not injective and has no non-zero preprojective direct summands.
We shall need the following facts:
(i) T has a decomposition T = T 0 T 00 such that C =EndH (T 00) is a connected wild
concealed algebra and the preinjective component of  C is a unique preinjective
component of  B [68].
(ii) Let C be a component of  B completely contained in X(T ) and dierent from
the preinjective component. Then the following statements hold [37,38]:
(a) The orbit-graph of C is of type A1 and the stable part Cs of C is of the
form ZA1.
(b) There exist an indecomposable module X in C and an indecomposable module
~X in a regular component ~C of  H such that (X !) = F 0( ~X !).
(c) There exists an indecomposable module Y in C such that (! Y ) consists of
regular C-modules. In particular, if M 2 C then mBM is a regular C-module
for m/0.
(d) If M 2 C and Y 2 X(T ) a module without non-zero direct summands from
the connecting component CT then HomB(mBY;M) = 0 for m/0.
(iii) For any regular component D of  H there exists an indecomposable module Z in
D and a component C of  B contained in X(T ) such that F 0(Z) is an indecom-
posable module of  B and F 0(Z !) = (F 0(Z)!) [37].
2.4. We shall need the following facts on the connecting component CT of  B deter-
mined by T [54]:
(i) CT does not contain projective modules if and only if T has no non-zero prein-
jective direct summands.
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(ii) CT does not contain injective modules if and only if T has no non-zero prepro-
jective direct summands.
(iii) CT is regular if and only if T is regular.
Moreover, we know [55] that there exists a regular tilting H -module if and only if
the quiver  of H has at least three vertices.
The next proposition will be used in Section 5. We shall apply the following result
from [30]. A partial tilting H -module T with n− 1 pairwise non-isomorphic indecom-
posable direct summands is called an almost complete partial tilting module. We have
to distinguish two cases. If T is not sincere, there exists exactly one indecomposable
H -module such that TU is a tilting H -module. If T is sincere, there exist exactly two
non-isomorphic indecomposable H -modules U1 and U2 such that TU1 and TU2 are
tilting H -modules. Moreover, there is a short exact sequence 0! U1 ! ~T ! U2 ! 0
with ~T 2 add T (see [30]). In particular, if T is a regular sincere almost complete partial
tilting H -module, then it follows that U1 and U2 cannot be preprojective (respectively,
preinjective) simultaneously.
Proposition 2.5. Let H = K be a connected wild hereditary algebra with at least
three simple modules. Then
(i) There exists a regular tilting H-module T1 such that; for B1 = EndH (T1); the
connecting component CT1 of  B1 contains a simple B1-module.
(ii) There exists a regular tilting H-module T2 such that; for B2 = EndH (T2); the
connecting component CT2 of  B2 does not contain simple B2-modules.
Proof. (i) It follows from [44, Section 3] that there exists a tilting H -module of
the form T  I , where T is a regular H -module and I is an indecomposable in-
jective H -module. Applying the Auslander{Reiten formula we get HomH (−H T; I) ’
Ext1H (I; T ) = 0. Hence, T
0 = −H T is a non-sincere almost complete partial tilting
H -module in the sense of [30]. Then there exists a unique indecomposable H -module
U such that T 0  U is a tilting H -module (see [30]). We claim that U is regular.
Clearly, U is not preinjective, because otherwise I and HU would be preinjective
complements of the regular almost complete partial tilting module T . Since −H T is
not sincere, there is an indecomposable projective module P with HomH (P; −H T ) = 0.
Consequently, P  −2H T is a tilting H -module. Since −HU  −2H T is also a tilting
H -module, we deduce that U cannot be preprojective. Therefore, T1 = U  T 0 is a
regular tilting H -module. We shall show that S = HomH (T1; I) is a simple module
over B1 = EndH (T1). Indeed, HomH (T1; U ) is the unique indecomposable projective
B1-module which maps non-trivially to HomH (T1; I), because HomH (T 0; I) = 0. More-
over, EndB1 (S) is isomorphic to EndH (I) ’ K . Consequently, S is a simple B1-module
which lies obviously in CT1 .
(ii) Since H has at least three simple modules, it follows from [42] that there exists
a quasi-simple regular H -module such that Ext1H (U;U ) = 0 (U is a stone) and 
i
HU
is sincere for all i 2 Z. In particular, we have EndH (U ) ’ K . Consider the universal
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short exact sequence
0! H ! M ! Ext1H (U;H)⊗K U ! 0 ()
in modH , and put T2 = U  M . We know by [9] that T2 is a tilting H -module.
We claim that M is regular, and hence T2 is regular. Since Ext1H (U;M) = 0 and
Ext1H (M;U ) = 0, applying the Auslander{Reiten formula, we get HomH (M; HU ) =
0 and HomH (−HU;M) = 0. Observe that the property 
i
HU sincere for any i 2 Z
implies HomH (X; HU ) 6= 0 for any indecomposable preprojective H -module X and
HomH (−HU; Y ) 6= 0 for any indecomposable preinjective H -module Y . Combining the
above facts we conclude that M is regular. Our next aim is to show that iHM is
sincere for any i 2 Z. Suppose, for some i 2 Z, iHM is not sincere. Then there exists
an indecomposable injective H -module I such that I  i+1H M is a tilting H -module.
Further, i+1H U is a tilting complement of 
i+1
H M , and so there is a short exact sequence
0! i+1H U ! i+1H ~M ! I ! 0
with ~M 2 addM . But application of HomH (U;−) to the short exact sequence () shows
that HomH (U;M)=0. Hence, we get HomH (i+1H U; 
i+1
H M)=0, since H is an equiva-
lence of the category of regular H -modules, a contradiction. Therefore, iHM is sincere
for any i 2 Z. This implies that for any indecomposable preprojective H -module P
there exists an indecomposable direct summand N of M with Ext1H (N; P) ’ DHomH (P;
HN ) 6= 0. Similarly, since iHU is sincere for any i 2 Z, we get also Ext1H (U; P) ’
DHomH (P; HU ) 6= 0. Dually, we conclude that for any indecomposable preinjective
H -module E we have HomH (U; E) 6= 0 and there exists an indecomposable direct sum-
mand R of M with HomH (R; E) 6= 0. Let B2 = EndH (T2). Suppose that the connecting
component CT2 of  B2 , determined by T2, contains a simple B2-module S. Then S is
either of the form HomH (T2; E) for some indecomposable preinjective H -module E or
of the form Ext1H (T2; P) for some indecomposable preprojective H -module P. In the
rst case (respectively, second case) the simplicity of S implies that there is exactly
one indecomposable direct summand Z of T2 such that HomH (Z; E) 6= 0 (respectively,
Ext1H (Z; E) 6= 0). In both cases, we get a contradiction because U is not a direct sum-
mand of M . Therefore, CT2 does not contain simple B2-modules, and this nishes the
proof.
2.6. Let C be a component with the orbit-graph A1 in an Auslander{Reiten quiver
 A. An indecomposable A-module X in C is said to be a ray module provided there
is an innite sectional path
X = X1 ! X2 !    ! Xi ! Xi+1 !   
in C such that, for any i  1, the path
X = X1 ! X2 !    ! Xi
is the unique sectional path of length i in C starting at X . Dually, an indecomposable
A-module Y in C is said to be a coray module provided there is an innite sectional
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path
   ! Yi+1 ! Yi !    ! Y2 ! Y1 = Y
in C such that, for any i  1, the path
Yi !    ! Y2 ! Y1 = Y
is the unique sectional path of length i in C ending at Y . Observe that if C is
quasi-serial then a module X in C is quasi-simple if and only if X is both a ray
and a coray module.
2.7. A branch in a vertex a is a nite connected full bound subquiver, containing a,
of the following innite tree bound by all possible relations of the form  [53]:
Let A = KQ=I be a bound quiver algebra, and (Q0; I 0) be a full bound subquiver of
(Q; I) with a source (respectively, target) a. Then A is said to be obtained from KQ0=I 0
by rooting a branch (Q00; I 00) in a provided that (Q00; I 00) is a full bound subquiver of
(Q; I), Q00 \ Q000 = fag, Q00 [ Q000 = Q0, and I is generated by I 0 and I 00.
Let C be a wild concealed algebra, and K1; : : : ; Km be branches in vertices a1; : : : ; am,
respectively. An algebra B is said to be an iterated branch extension of C by the
branches K1; : : : ; Km if there is a nite sequence of algebras C=B0; B1; : : : ; Bm=B such
that, for each 0  j<m; Bj+1 is obtained from the one-point extension Bj[Ej+1], with
a ray Bj-module Ej+1 and extension vertex aj+1, by rooting Kj+1 in aj+1. Then we write
B=C[Ei; Ki]mi=1. Dually an algebra B
0 is said to be an iterated branch coextension of C
by the branches K1; : : : ; Km if there is a nite sequence of algebras C=B00; B
0
1; : : : ; B
0
m=B
0
such that, for each 0  j  m, B0j+1 is obtained from the one-point coextension
[E0j+1]B
0
j, with a coray B
0
j-module E
0
j+1 and coextension vertex aj+1, by rooting Kj+1
in aj+1, and we write B0 = mi=1[Ki; E
0
i ]C.
Proposition 2.8. (i) Let H be a wild hereditary algebra; T a tilting H-module without
non-zero preinjective direct summands; and B = EndH (T ). Then there exists a wild
concealed factor algebra C of B such that the preprojective component of  C is
the unique preprojective component of  B and B is an iterated branch extension
C[Ki; Ei]mi=1 of C by some branches K1; : : : ; Km. Moreover; for each 0  j  m; the
algebra Bj = C[Ei; Ki]
j
i=1 is a tilted algebra EndHj (Tj); where Hj is a wild hereditary
algebra and Tj is a tilting Hj-module without non-zero preinjective direct summands;
and the ray Bj-module Ej+1 is contained in the torsion-free part Y(Tj).
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(ii) Let H be a wild hereditary algebra; T a tilting H-module without non-zero
preprojective direct summands; and B=EndH (T ). Then there exists a wild concealed
factor algebra C of B such that the preinjective component of  C is the unique
preinjective component of  B and B is an iterated branch coextension mi=1[Ei; Ki]C
of C by some branches K1; : : : ; Km. Moreover; for each 0  j  m; the algebra
Bj =
j
i=1[Ei; Ki]C is a tilted algebra EndHj (Tj); where Hj is a wild hereditary algebra
and Tj is a tilting Hj-module without non-zero preprojective direct summands; and
the coray Bj-module Ej+1 is contained in the torsion part X(Tj).
Proof. It follows from (i) of 2:2, (i) of 2:3 and [38, Section 2]. Compare also [46].
Proposition 2.9. Let C be a wild concealed algebra; and K1; : : : ; Km; L1; : : : ; Lm be
branches with jK1j= jL1j; : : : ; jKmj= jLmj. Then the following statements hold:
(i) Let H be a wild hereditary algebra; T a tilting H -module without non-zero
preinjective direct summands; EndH (T ) =C[Ei; Ki]mi=1; and Ei =HomH (T; Zi) for
some Zi 2 G(T ), 1  i  m. Then there exists a tilting H-module T 0 without
non-zero preinjective direct summands such that EndH (T 0) = C[E0i ; Li]
m
i=1 and
E0i =HomH (T
0; Zi); for 1  i  m.
(ii) Let H be a wild hereditary algebra; T a tilting H-module without non-zero
preprojective direct summands; EndH (T )= mi=1[Ei; Ki]C; and Ei 2 Ext1H (T; Zi) for
some Zi 2 F(T ); 1  i  m. Then there exists a tilting H -module T 0 without
non-zero preprojective direct summands such that EndH (T 0) = mi=1[E
0
i ; Li]C and
E0i = Ext
1
A(T
0; Zi), for 1  i  m.
Proof. It follows from [38, 2.5].
2.10. We note rst that if a one-point extension C[M ] (respectively, coextension [M ]C)
of a wild concealed algebra C by an indecomposable regular C-module M is a tilted
algebra, then M is a quasi-simple brick (see [43, 1:4 and 5:3]). Moreover, the follow-
ing facts show that not all one-point extensions (respectively, coextensions) of wild
concealed algebras by quasi-simple regular bricks are tilted.
(i) Let C be the path algebra of the following wild quiver:
1
#
2! 3! 4 5 6    −(n− 1)  n
with n  10. Then for any quasi-simple regular C-module M , the algebras C[M ]
and [M ]C are not tilted (see [45]).
(ii) Let C be a wild concealed algebra and M a quasi-simple regular C-module such
that C[M ] is a tilted algebra. Then
(a) C[iCM ] is a tilted algebra for any i  0.
(b) C[−iC M ] is not a tilted algebra for i/0.
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(iii) Let C be a wild concealed algebra and M a quasi-simple regular C-module such
that [M ]C is a tilted algebra. Then
(a) [iCM ]C is not a tilted algebra for i/0.
(b) [−iC M ]C is a tilted algebra for any i  0.
For details on (ii) and (iii) we refer to [43, Section 5]. For more details concerning
the representation theory of hereditary and tilted algebras we refer to [4,5,34{36,38{
46,53{55,68].
2.11. Let H be a hereditary algebra and n be the rank of the Grothendieck group
K0(H). Let T 0 be a partial tilting H -module which is a direct sum of m pairwise
non-isomorphic indecomposable H -module. Consider the right perpendicular category
(T 0)? = fM 2 modH jHomH (T 0; M) = 0; Ext1H (T 0; M) = 0g
of T 0 [27]. Then (T 0)? is equivalent to a module category modH 0 of some hereditary
algebra H 0 whose Grothendieck group K0(H 0) has rank n−m (see [58, Theorem 2:5]).
2.12. We shall exhibit now some concrete examples of tilted algebras illustrating our
considerations. Let n  1,  be the wild quiver
0 1! 2−    ! n !
and H = K. For 1  i  j  n, we denote by [i; j] the unique indecomposable
H -module whose support is the quiver
i ! (i + 1)!    ! j:
Then all the modules Si=[i; i] are quasi-simple, and there are in modH the Auslander{
Reiten sequences
0! [i; j]! [i − 1; j] [i; j − 1]! [i − 1; j − 1]! 0
for all 1<i<j  n. In particular, the module [1; n] has quasi-length n and all the
modules [i; j], 1  i  j  n, are in the following wing W([1; n]) with top [1; n] and
length n
Let ~T =
Ln
i=1 [1; i] and T
0= −H ~T . Then ~T and T
0 are partial tilting H -modules. More-
over, the projective indecomposable H -modules P0 and P! belong to (T 0)?, and hence
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P0  P! is the minimal projective generator in (T 0)?. Therefore,
(T 0)? ’ mod EndH (P0  P!) ’ modC;
where C is the path algebra of the following wild quiver

−!−!−!−!

Further, T = T 0  P0  P! is a tilting H -module without non-zero preinjective di-
rect summands. The torsion-free class F(T ) is the additive category addW([1; n]) of
W([1; n]). The torsion class G(T ) contains (T 0)?, and, if Z ! −H [1; n] is an irreducible
epimorphism in modH , then Z is a quasi-simple regular object of (T 0)?. Hence the
tilted algebra B=EndH (T ) is a branch extension C[E; K] where E is the quasi-simple
regular C-module HomH (P0  P!; Z) and K is the linear branch
1 −! 2 −!   −! n
with the root a = n. Moreover, the unique component of  B containing projective
modules and dierent from the preprojective component is of the form
Observe that Bop is a tilted algebra which is the iterated branch coextension [E; Kop]C
of C = Cop by the branch Kop opposite to K and with the same root a= n.
Take now n= 2m and consider the partial tilting H -module
T 00 = −H
 
m−1M
i=0
([i + 1; n− i] [i + 2; n− i])
!
:
Again P0  P! is the minimal projective generator of (T 00)?, and X = T 00  P0 
P! is a tilting H -module without non-zero preinjective direct summands. Moreover,
G(T )G(X ) and G(X ) n G(T ) addW(−H ([1; n])). Hence, the tilted algebra B0 =
EndH (X ) is the branch extension C[E; L] of C, where again E = HomH (P0  P!; Z)
and L is the linear branch
1 −! 2  − 3 −! 4  −   −!(n− 3)  −(n− 2) −!(n− 1)  − n
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with the root a= n. Moreover, the unique component of  B0 dierent from the prepro-
jective component and containing projective modules is of the form
Observe also that (B0)op is a tilted algebra which is the iterated branch coextension
[E; Lop]C of C = Cop by the branch Lop opposite to L and with the root a= n.
2.13. We shall show now regular components of the Auslander{Reiten quivers of wild
concealed algebras having arbitrary large numbers of quasi-simple modules which can
be used to create new tilted algebras. Let n  1 and let H be the path algebra of the
following quiver n:
Then  H admits a regular component
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where Si; 1  i  n, are simple modules at the vertices 1; : : : ; n and U and V are the
indecomposable H -modules with the dimension-vectors
dimV =
1 1
1 1 1    1 1
1 1
1
; dimU =
1 1
1 1 1    1 1
1 1
0
Observe that U; S1; : : : ; Sn are pairwise orthogonal, and hence create a standard wing
W. Take now n  6 and r 2 N with 2r <n − 3. Then T 01 =
Lr
i=0 S2i+1 is a partial
tilting H -module, and so T1=−H T
0
1=U(
Lr
i=1 S2i) is also a partial tilting H -module.
Let T2 be the direct sum of the indecomposable projective H -modules Pi, 1  i  n+5,
i 6= 2j + 1, 0  j  r. Then T2 is a minimal projective generator of the perpendicular
category T?1 . Therefore we have a tilting H -module T =T1T2, and put B=EndH (T ).
Observe that C = EndH (T2) is the path algebra of the quiver
Consider the indecomposable regular H -modules Z 02i+1 and Z
00
2i+1, 0  i  r, given by
irreducible epimorphisms Z 002i+1 ! Z 02i+1 ! −H S2i+1. Since W is a standard wing, we
have
Ext1H (T; Z
0
2i+1) = Ext
1
H (T1; Z
0
2i+1) ’ DHomH (Z 02i+1; T 01) = 0;
Ext1H (T; Z
00
2i+1) = Ext
1
H (T1; Z
00
2i+1) ’ DHomH (Z 002i+1; T 01) = 0:
Hence, the modules Z 02i+1, Z
00
2i+1, 0  i  r, belong to the torsion class G(T ). Notice
that T 01 2F(T ). Consider now Auslander{Reiten sequences
0! HZ 02i+1 ! Z 002i+1  S2i+1 ! Z 02i+1 ! 0
0  i  r, in modH . If tGM denotes the torsion submodule of a module M with respect
to the torsion class G=G(T ), then applying [31] we get the relative Auslander{Reiten
sequences
0! tG(HZ 02i+1)! tG(Z 002i+1  S2i+1)! Z 02i+1 ! 0;
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and tG(Z 002i+1  S2i+1) = Z 002i+1, because Z 002i+1 2 G(T ) and S2i+1 2 F(T ). Moreover,
tG(HZ 02i+1) = G(Z
0
2i+1). Hence it follows that G(Z
0
2i+1) = 
−
H S2i+3. We claim that the
projective B-modules HomH (T; −H S2i+1); 0  i  r, belong to one component of  B of
the form
where S 02i = HomH (T; Z
0
2i+1); P
0
2i+1 = HomH (T; 
−
H S2i+1), 0  i  r. Indeed, consider
the chain of irreducible epimorphisms
Zn ! Zn−1 !    ! Z2 ! Z1 ! −H S1:
Since Z1; : : : ; Zn belong to the standard wing W, we get Ext1H (T; Zi) = 0, and hence
Zi 2 G(T ) for any 1  i  n. Therefore, the indecomposable projective B-modules
HomH (T; −H S2i+1); 0  i  r, belong to the same component of  B as Wn=HomH (T; Zn).
Since Ext1B(Wn;Wn) ’ Ext1H (Zn; Zn) 6= 0, the B-module HomH (T; T1) is not preprojec-
tive. Hence,  B contains a component of the required form. Since W is a standard
wing, we have additionally HomH (T1; Z 02i+1)=0, and so Z
0
2i+1 2 T?1 . Observe also that
T?1 ’ modC. Then, for each 1  i  r; S 02i = HomH (T; Z 02i+1) = HomH (T2; Z 02i+1) is
the simple C-module at the vertex 2i. Further, U 0 = HomH (T; Z 01) = HomH (T2; Z
0
1) is
the indecomposable C-module with the dimension-vector
1 1
1 1 1    1 1
1 1
0
Therefore, B is the iterated one-point extension C[U ][S2] : : : [S2r], of C, and hence a
truncated branch extension C[Ei; Ki]ri=0, with E0 = U , Ei = S2i ; 1  i  r, and the
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branches K0; K1; : : : ; Kr consisting of one vertex. We note that B is given by the quiver
bound by  =  and ii = 0; i  r. We also mention that if we root at the
vertices 1; 3; 5; : : : ; 2r + 1 arbitrary branches L1; L2; : : : ; Lr , then we get again a tilted
algebra of wild tilted type m, with m= n+
Pr
i=1 (jLij − 1). Finally, we note that, if
we modify the above construction by taking T 01 =
Lr
i=0 Sti+1, for a xed t > 2 and
n/0, we get a tilted algebra for which the unique non-preprojective component with
projective modules contains full translation subquivers of the form
3. Self-injective algebras of wild tilted type
3.1. Let B be an algebra. Following [33] the repetitive algebra B^ of B is the locally
nite dimensional self-injective K-algebra without identity
B^=
26666664
. . .
. . . 0
Qi−1 Bi−1
Qi Bi
Qi+1 Bi+1
0
. . .
. . .
37777775
where Bm = B and Qm = D(B) for all m 2 Z, the algebras Bm are placed on the main
diagonal of B^, all the remaining entries are zero, the matrices in B^ have only nitely
many non-zero elements, addition is the usual addition of matrices, and multiplication
is induced from the B-bimodule structure of D(B) and the zero map D(B)⊗BD(B)! 0.
The identity maps Bm ! Bm+1 and Qm ! Qm+1 induce an automorphism B^ of B^,called
the Nakayama automorphism of B^. For a complete set fei j 1  i  ng of primitive
orthogonal idempotents of B such that 1=e1+  +en,we have the associated canonical
set fem; i jm 2 Z; 1  i  ng of primitive orthogonal idempotents of B^ such that
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em;1 +   + em;n is the identity of Bm,and B^(em; i) = em+1; i for any m 2 Z; 1  i  n.
Then,we may consider B^ as a locally bounded K-category with the objects em; i,for
(m; i) 2 Z  f1; : : : ; ng and with HomB^(em; i; er; j) = HomB^(em; iB^; er; jB^) = er; jB^em; i. A
group G of K-linear automorphisms of B^ is said to be admissible if G acts freely on
the set fem; i j (m; i) 2 Z  f1; : : : ; ngg and has nitely many orbits. The orbit algebra
B^=G [26] is a (nite dimensional) self-injective algebra, and we have a canonical Galois
covering FB : B^! B^=G with group G. In particular, the innite cyclic group G= (B^)
generated by B^ is admissible,and B^=(B^) is isomorphic to the trivial extension T (B)=
BnD(B) of B by D(B). Recall that BnD(B) is the symmetric algebra whose additive
structure is that of the K-vector space B  D(B) and whose multiplication is dened
by (a; f)(b; g) = (ab; ag+ fb) for any a; b 2 B and f; g 2 D(B).
3.2. Assume that A is a triangular algebra. For a sink i 2 QA, the reection S+i A of A
at i is the quotient of the one-point extension A[Ii] by the two-sided ideal generated
by ei [33]. The quiver +i QA of S
+
i A is called the reection of QA at i. Observe that
the sink i of QA is replaced in +i QA by a source i
0. Dually, starting with a source j of
QA, we dene the reection S−j A of A at j as the quotient of the one-point coextension
[Pj]A by the two-sided ideal generated by ej. The quiver −j QA of S
−
j A is called the
reection of QA at j, and the source j of QA is replaced in jQA by a sink j0. Observe
that for a sink i (respectively, source j) of QA we have S−i0 S
+
i A ’ A and A^ ’ dS+i A
(respectively, S+j0 S
−
j A ’ A and A^ ’ dS−j A). A -reection sequence of sinks of QA
is a sequence i1; : : : ; it of vertices of QA such that is is a sink of +is−1 ; : : : ; 
+
i1QA for
1  s  t. Dually, a -reection sequence of sources of QA is a sequence j1; : : : ; jt of
vertices of QA such that js is a source of −js−1 : : : 
−
j1QA for 1  s  t [33].
3.3. Let R be an algebra and M be an injective module in mod R. Assume that M is
a direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable modules and every factor of
M is a direct summand of M . Then S=EndR(M) is a basic hereditary algebra and we
have an S{R-bimodule SMR. Consider the algebra
=

R 0
SMR S

:
The category mod is equivalent to the category of all R-homomorphisms of the form
f : XS ⊗S SMR ! YR
with XS from mod S and YR from mod R, and this category is equivalent, by the adjoint
formula, the category of all S-homomorphisms of the form
f : XS ! HomR(SMR; YR)
with XS from mod S and YR from mod R. Here we shall identify mod with the
category of triples (X; Y; g), where X is from mod S, Y is from mod R, and g :
X ! HomR(SMR; Y ) is an S-homomorphism. In order to describe the structure of
mod and   we apply results from [59,60] (compare also [72]). It follows from [60,
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Proposition 1] that the following triples form a complete list of pairwise non-isomorphic
indecomposable objects in ind:
(i) (0; Y; 0), where Y is an indecomposable object in mod R;
(ii) (X; 0; 0), where X is an indecomposable object in mod S;
(iii) (X; Y; g), where g is the monomorphism in a minimal projective resolution 0 !
X
g−!HomR(SMR; Y )! Z ! 0 of a non-projective indecomposable S-module Z ,
(iv) (PI ; I; id), where I is an indecomposable direct summand of MR, PI=HomR(SMR; I),
and id : PI ! HomR(SMR; I) is the identity map.
Moreover, for each indecomposable direct summand I of MR, (PI ; I; id) is a projective-
injective -module with the top (topS(PI ); 0; 0) and the socle (0; socR(I); 0), by [60,
Corollary 1]. Further, denote by mod  the quotient category of mod modulo the
ideal in mod consisting of all maps which factorize through direct sums of projective-
injective -modules (PI ; I; id), with I indecomposable direct summands of MR. We have
then the following full additive covariant functors
mod S mod R
&F1 .F4
mod
%F2 F3 -
mod S mod S
dened on the objects as follows:
(a) F1 is the canonical embedding which assigns to each module X from mod S the
triple (X; 0; 0);
(b) Consider the full subcategory M of mod R consisting of all modules NR having a
minimal injective copresentation in mod R of the form 0 ! NR ! E0 h−!E1 with
E0 and E1 from addMR. Then the functor HomR(−; MR) denes an equivalence
M ’ (mod Sop)op. Clearly, (mod Sop)op ’ mod S. Then the functor F2 assigns to
an object HomR(NR;MR) of (mod Sop)op=mod S the triple (HomR(SMR; E0); E1; h)
where h : HomR(SMR; E0)! HomR(SMR; E1) is induced by h.
(c) For a module Z in mod S consider a minimal projective presentation
P1
p−!P0 ! Z ! 0
in mod S. Then the functor F3 assigns to Z the triple (P1; I0; p), where I0 is a
module from addMR such that P0 ’ HomR(SMR; I0).
(d) F4 is the canonical embedding which assigns to each module Y from mod R the
triple (0; Y; 0).
In [59, Theorem 2] the following properties of the above functors Fi, 1  i  4,
have been proved:
(1) Every indecomposable object in mod is in the image of some Fi.
(2) Every functor Fi preserves irreducible morphisms.
(3) If ’ : U ! V is an irreducible morphism in mod and U , V are indecomposable
then there is an index i, 1  i  n, such that ’ = Fi(’0) for some irreducible
morphism ’0.
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(4) A triple (X; Y; g) in mod belongs to Im F1 \ Im F2 if and only if Y = 0 and X
is projective.
(5) A triple (X; Y; g) in mod belongs to Im F3 \ Im F4 if and only if X = 0 and
Y 2 addMR.
(6) Im F1 \ Im F3 = 0, Im F1 \ Im F4 = 0, Im F2 \ Im F4 = 0.
(7) Im F2 \ Im F3 contains all indecomposable -modules of type (iii).
It follows from our assumption on M that if X is an indecomposable direct sum-
mand of MR then X is injective and any successor Z of X in  R is also an in-
decomposable direct summand of MR and injective. Let I1; I2; : : : ; In be a complete
set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands of M . Observe that
then P1 = HomF(SMR; I1), P2 = HomR(SMR; I2); : : : ; Pn = HomR(SMR; In) form a com-
plete set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable projective (right) modules over
the hereditary algebra S. Moreover, I1; I2; : : : ; In form also a complete set of pair-
wise non-isomorphic indecomposable injective objects of the category M, and hence
I1 =DHomR(I1;S MR); I

2 =DHomR(I2;S MR); : : : ; I

n =DHomR(In;S MR) form a complete
set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable injective modules in mod S. Therefore,
we deduce now that the Auslander{Reiten quiver   of mod is obtained from the
translation quivers  (1)= R,  (2)= S and  (3)= S by identifying the modules I1; : : : ; In
of  (1) with the modules P1; : : : ; Pn of  (2), the modules I1 ; : : : ; I

n of  
(2) with the
modules P1; : : : ; Pn of  (3), and the corresponding arrows between them. Finally, note
that for the projective-injective -modules P(i) = (PIi ; Ii; id), 1  i  n, we have
Auslander{Reiten sequences of the form
0! rad P(i)! rad P(i)=socP(i) P(i)! P(i)=socP(i)! 0;
and clearly, rad P(i), P(i)=socP(i), and the indecomposable direct summands of
rad P(i)=socP(I), 1  i  n, are objects of mod. This shows how to complete
  to  .
3.4. Let H be a wild hereditary algebra of type . We shall describe the structure of
mod H^ and  H^ . For each pair of integers i  j, consider the algebra
Hi;j =
26666664
Hi
Mi+1 Hi+1 0
. . .
. . .
. . . Hj−1
0 Mj Hj
37777775
with Hr =H for i  r  j and Mt = HD(H)H for i< t  j (if i< j). Then, for i< j,
Hi;j is of the form
Hi;j =

R 0
SMR S

where R=Hi;j−1, S=Hj, SMF =Mj, and the conditions imposed in (3:3) on S, R, SMR
are satised. Hence, we may describe the structure of modHi;j and  Hi; j applying 3.3,
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induction on j − i, and the known structure of modH and  H . Observe also that any
Auslander{Reiten sequence in mod H^ is an Auslander{Reiten sequence in modH−i; i
for all but nitely many i  1. Therefore, we conclude that
 H^ =
_
q2Z
(X0q _R0q)
where for each q 2 Z, X0q is a component whose stable part is of the form Z, and
R0q is an innite family of components with the stable parts of the form ZA1. In fact,
for all q 2 2Z, R0q consists of all regular components of  Hq=2 . Further, H^ (X0q)=X0q+2,
H^ (R
0
q) = R
0
q+2; HomH^ (R
0
q;X
0
q) = 0 and HomH^ (X
0
p _ R0p;X0q _ R0q) = 0 for p>q.
Moreover,each X0q separates
W
p<q(X
0
p _ R0p) from R0q _
W
p>q(X
0
p _ R0p),that is,any
morphism from a module in
W
p<q(X
0
p _ R0q) to a module in R0q _
W
p>q(X
0
p _ R0p)
factors through a direct sum of modules from X0q. Similarly,each R
0
q separatesW
p<q(X
0
p _R0p) _X0q from
W
p>q(X
0
p _R0p).
3.5. Let H be a wild hereditary algebra of type ; T a tilting H -module,and B =
EndH (T ). It follows from [69,70] (see also [28]) that mod B^ and mod H^ are equivalent.
Therefore,applying (3:4),we infer that  B^ is of the form
 B^ =
_
q2Z
(Xq _Rq) ()
where for each q 2 Z, Xq is a component whose stable part is of the form Z, and
Rq is an innite family of components with the stable parts of the form ZA1. Further,
B^(Xq) = Xq+2; B^(Rq) = Rq+2; HomB^(Rq;Xq) = 0,for any q 2 Z,and HomB^(Xp _
Rp;Xq _Rq) = 0 for p>q. Moreover,each Xq separates
W
p<q(Xp _Rp) from Rq _W
p>q(Xp _ Rp),and each Rq separates
W
p<q(Xp _ Rp) _ Xq from
W
p>q(Xp _ Rp).
For each q 2 Z,denote by +q a xed left stable full translation subquiver of Xq which
is closed under predecessors in  B^, and by 
−
q a xed right stable full translation
subquiver of Xq which is closed under successors in  B^. We may assume that 
+
q ’
N, −q ’ (−N), B^(+q ) = +q+2 and B^(−q ) = −q+2 for any q 2 Z. The following
theorem gives more information on the structure of mod B^.
Theorem. There exist tilted algebras B+q ; B
−
q ; q 2 Z; of type  such that; in the
above notation; the following statements hold:
(i) For each q 2 Z; B+q is a convex subcategory of B^ of the form B+q =EndH (T+q );
for a tilting H -module T+q without non-zero preinjective direct summands; such
that +q is a full translation subquiver of the connecting component CT+q of  B+q ;
determined by T+q ; which is closed under predecessors and consists of torsion-free
B+q -modules.
(ii) For each q 2 Z; B−q is a convex subcategory of B^ of the form B−q =EndH (T−q );
for a tilting H -module T−q without non-zero preprojective direct summands; such
that −q is a full translation subquiver of the connecting component CT−q of
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 B−q ; determined by T
−
q ; which is closed under successors and consists of torsion
B−q -modules.
(iii) For each q 2 Z; B^+q ’ B^ ’ B^
−
q ; B^(B
+
q ) = B
+
q+2 and B^(B
−
q ) = B
−
q+2.
(iv) There is a -reection sequence i1; : : : ; ir ; ir+1; : : : ; is; is+1; : : : ; it ; it+1; : : : ; in of sinks
of QB+0 ; where n is the rank of K0(H); such that B
−
0 ’ S+ir : : : S+i1 B+0 ; B+1 ’
S+is : : : S
+
ir+1B
−
0 ; B
−
1 ’ S+it : : : S+is+1B+1 and B+2 ’ S+in : : : S+it+1B−1 ’ B+0 .
(v) For each q 2 Z; the supports of the indecomposable B^-modules from Xq are
contained in the convex subcategory Dq of B^ formed by the objects of B+q and
B−q .
(vi) For each q 2 Z; the supports of indecomposable B^-modules from Rq are con-
tained in the convex subcategory D0q of B^ formed by the objects of B
−
q and
B+q+1.
(vii) For each q 2 Z; we have HomB^(+q ; +q+2) = 0; HomB^(−q ; −q+2) = 0; and hence
HomB^(Xq;Xp) = 0; HomB^(Rq;Rp) = 0; for p>q+ 2.
(viii) For each q 2 Z; we have HomB^(+q ; +q+1) 6= 0; HomB^(−q ; −q+1) 6= 0;
HomB^(R
s
q;R
s
q+1) 6= 0; HomB^(Xsq ;Xsq+2) = 0 and HomB^(Rsq;Rsq+2) = 0.
Proof. It follows from the properties of the decomposition () of  B^ that each compo-
nent Xq is generalized standard and without oriented cycles. Applying [62, Theorem 1]
we infer that there exist tilted algebras B+q and B
−
q , q 2 Z, satisfying the conditions (i)
and (ii). Moreover, since B^(
+
q ) = 
+
q+2 and B^(
−
q ) = 
−
q+2 for any q 2 Z, we may
choose the algebras B+q and B
−
q such that B^(B
+
q ) = B
+
q+2 and B^(B
−
q ) = B
−
q+2 for any
q 2 Z. The existence of isomorphisms B^+q ’ B^ ’ B^
−
q , q 2 Z, then follows from the
proof of Theorem 1:1 (see Lemma 3:10) in [49]. For (iv), put B= B+0 and denote by

 the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng of vertices of QB. For each i 2 
 denote by P(i) the injective
envelope of the simple module Si at i in the category mod B^. Clearly, P(i) is the pro-
jective cover of the simple B^-module SB^(i) in mod B^. We may write 
 as a disjoint
union 
 = 
X0 [ 
R0 [ 
X1 [ 
R1 , where 
X0 = fi 2 
 jP(i) 2 X0g, 
R0 = fi 2 
 j
P(i) 2 R0g, 
X1 = fi 2 
 jP(i) 2 X1g and 
R1 = fi 2 
 jP(i) 2 R1g. We order the
vertices of 
X0 , 
R0 , 
X1 and 
R1 such that 
X0 = fi1; : : : ; irg, 
R0 = fir+1; : : : ; isg,

X1 = fis+1; : : : ; itg, 
R1 = fit+1; : : : ; ing, and HomB^(P(iq); P(ip)) = 0 holds for any 1 
p<q  n. Note that it is possible since B^ is triangular and HomB^(R0;X0) = 0,
HomB^(X1_R1;X0_R0)=0. Obeserve that then i1; : : : ; ir ; ir+1; : : : ; is; is+1; : : : it ; it+1; : : : ; in
is a required -reection sequence of sinks of QB+0 satisfying the conditions of (iv).
The statements (v){(vii) are then direct consequences of (i){(iv), the properties of the
decomposition  B^=
W
q2Z(Xq_Rq) and the fact that HomB^(M;N )=0 for any B^-modules
M and N having disjoint supports. For HomB^(Xq;Xq+2) = 0, observe that for any two
non-projective indecomposable B^-modules M 2 Xq and N 2 Xq+2 there is a positive in-
teger r such that r
B^
M 2 −q , rB^N 2 −q+2, and so HomB^(M;N )=HomB^(rB^M; rB^N )=0.
The remaining two claims of (viii) follow directly from the description of indecom-
posable B^-modules given in 3:3 and 3:4.
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3.6. It follows from the above theorem that, in our considerations of self-injective
algebras of wild tilted type, we may restrict to tilted algebras of wild type given
by tilting modules without non-zero preprojective (respectively, preinjective) direct
summands. Let H be a wild hereditary algebra, T a tilting H -module without non-zero
preinjective direct summands, and B = EndH (T ). We may identify B with the full
subcategory B+0 of B^. Following [61] B is said to be exceptional whenever B
+
0 ’ B+1
(equivalently, B−0 ’ B−1 ). Otherwise, B is said to be normal. Observe that, if B is
exceptional, then the rank of K0(B) is even. An example of an exceptional tilted
algebra is provided by the path algebra H = K of the wild quiver  of the form
1
 − − − 2
In this case, for H+0 =H , we have H
+
1 =H
−
0 =S
+
1 H ’ H and H+2 =H−1 =S+2 S+1 H=H .
On the other hand, the path algebra = KQ of the wild quiver
is a normal tilted algebra, because, for +0 = , we have 
+
1 = 
−
0 = S
+
1  ’ op
and +2 = 
−
1 = S
+
6 S
+
5 S
+
4 S
+
3 S
+
2 
+
1 = . For B exceptional, we denote by ’B^ a xed
extension of B= B+0
−!B+1 ,! B^ to a K-linear automorphism of B^. For B normal, we
put ’B^=B^. Consider now the decomposition () of  B^. Then the separation properties
of Xq and Rq; q 2 Z, imply that, for any automorphism f of B^, there exists an
integer m such that f(Xq)=Xq+m and f(Rq)=Rq+m,for any q 2 Z (see [61, Lemma
2:9]). If m  0 (respectively,m> 0) such an automorphism f is said to be positive
(respectively,strictly positive). Finally,if m=0,f is said to be rigid. Clearly,’B^ and B^
are strictly positive automorphisms of B^. Observe that,if B is exceptional,then ’2
B^
=fB^
for some rigid automorphism f of B^.
Lemma. Let G be a torsion-free admissible group of K-linear automorphisms of B^.
Then G is an innite cyclic group generated by f’s
B^
for some s  1 and some rigid
automorphism f of B^.
Proof. For g 2 G, let mg be the integer such that g(X0)=Xmg . Applying induction and
the separation property of the components Xq, q 2 Z, we deduce that then g(Xi)=Xi+mg
for all i 2 Z. Clearly, mh =−mg for h= g−1. Suppose mg = 0 for some g 2 G. Then
g(Xq) = Xq and g(Rq) = Rq for any q 2 Z. In particular, g acts on a nite set of
projective modules contained in one of Xq or Rq, and so some power gr xes an
idempotent em; i of B^. Since G is admissible and torsion-free, we get g = 1. Choose
g 2 G such that mg is positive and minimal. Let h 2 G and mh = tmg + l with
0  l<mg. Then a=hg−t 2 G, ma= l, and hence l=0, a=1. Therefore, G is innite
cyclic generated by g. If B is normal, then mg is even, say mg = 2s, and f = g’−sB^ is
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a rigid automorphism of B^. Similarly, if B is exceptional and s = mg, then f = g’−sB^
is rigid. Consequently, G is innite cyclic generated by f’s
B^
for some s  1 and f is
rigid.
3.7. Let B be a tilted algebra EndH (T ) of wild type given by a tilting H -module
without non-zero preinjective direct summands. Let G be the innite cyclic group of
K-linear automorphisms of B^ generated by a strictly positive automorphism g. Observe
that the g acts freely on the components of  B^. Let g(X0)=Xm, m  1. We know from
Theorem 3:3 that B^ is locally support nite [16], that is, for each idempotent em; i of B^,
the set of all idempotents en;j of B^ with Mem;i 6= 0 6= Men;j for some indecomposable
nite dimensional B^-module M is nite. Applying [17, Proposition 2:5] we conclude
that the push-down functor [10] FB : mod B^ ! mod B^=G, associated to the Galois
covering FB : B^ ! B^=G is dense and preserves the Auslander{Reiten sequences (see
also [26, Theorem 3:6]). Therefore,  B^=G is obtained from  B^ by identifying, via F
B
 ,
Xq with Xq+m and Rq with Rq+m, for all q 2 Z. Thus  B^=G is of the form
FB (X0 _R0) _ FB (X1 _R1) _    _ FB (Xm−1 _Rm−1):
In particular, for each 0  q  m−1, FB (+q ) is a left stable full translation subquiver of
FB (Xq) which is closed under predecessors, and F
B
 (
−
q ) is a right stable full translation
subquiver of FB (Xq) which is closed under successors in  B^=G. Moreover, F
B
 : ind B^!
ind B^=G is a Galois covering, and hence it induces the following isomorphisms (see
[10,26]):M
g2G
HomB^(M;
gN ) −!HomB^=G(FB (M); FB (N ))  −
M
g2G
HomB^(
gM; N )
for any M;N 2 ind B^. This allows to recover all morphisms in mod B^=G from the
morphisms in mod B^.
Proposition 3.8. Let B be a tilted algebra of wild type; G=(g) an admissible innite
cyclic group of K-linear automorphisms of B^; and g(X0) =Xm for some m  1. The
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) m  2.
(ii) G is generated by an element  B^; for some positive automorphism  of B^.
(iii) There exists r; 0  r  m− 1; such that FB (+r ) is a generalized standard full
translation subquiver of FB (Xr).
(iv) There exists s; 0  s  m− 1; such that FB (−s ) is a generalized standard full
translation subquiver of FB (Xs).
(v) For each t; 0  t  m − 1; FB (+t ) and FB (−t ) are generalized standard full
translation subquivers of FB (Xs).
Proof. We know from (vii) and (viii) of Theorem 3:5 that HomB^(
+
q ; 
+
q+2) = 0,
HomB^(
−
q ; 
−
q+2) = 0, HomB^(
+
q ; 
+
q+1) 6= 0 and HomB^(−q ; −q+1) 6= 0. Observe also
that in the above notation, m  2 if and only if g is of the form  B^ for some positive
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automorphism  of B^. Therefore, since FB : ind B^! ind B^=G is a Galois covering, the
required equivalences of (i){(v) follow.
Corollary 3.9. Let B and G be as in the above proposition. Assume that one of the
components FB (Xr); 0  r  m− 1; contains a projective module. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) m  3.
(ii) G is generated by an element  B^; for some strictly positive automorphism  
of B^.
(iii) The component FB (Xr) is generalized standard.
(iv) All components FB (Xq); 0  q  m− 1; are generalized standard.
Proof. It follows from our assumption that Xr contains an indecomposable projective
B^-module em; iB^. Since B^(em; i) = em+1; i, we have top (em; iB^) ’ soc(em+1; iB^), and hence
HomB^(em; iB^; em+1; iB^) 6= 0. This implies that HomB^(Xr ;Xr+2) 6= 0. Further, we know
from (vii) and (viii) of Theorem 3:5 that HomB^(Xr ;Xr+1) 6= 0 and HomB^(Xq;Xp) = 0
for any q>p + 2. Finally, observe that, in the above notations, m  3 if and only
if g is of the form ’B^ for some strictly positive automorphism  of B^. Therefore,
since FB : ind B^! ind B^=G is a Galois covering, the required equivalences of (i){(iv)
follow.
Corollary 3.10. Let B and G be as in the above proposition. Assume that one of the
components FB (Xr); 0  r  m− 1; is regular. Then FB (Xr) is generalized standard
if and only if m  2.
Proof. We know from Theorem 3:5(vii) that HomB^(Xr ;Xr+1) 6= 0, and hence m  2 if
FB (Xr) is generalized standard. On the other hand, since Xr is regular we have B
+
r =B
−
r
and B+r+2 =B
−
r+2, and consequently HomB^(Xr ;Xr+2)= 0, because B
+
r and B
+
r+2 have no
common objects. Hence m  2 implies that FB (Xr) is generalized standard.
3.11. Let B be a tilted algebra of wild type , G = (g) an admissible innite cyclic
group of K-linear automorphisms of B^ and assume g(X0) =Xm for some m  2. Then
it follows from Lemma 3:6 that g= f’m
B^
=  B^ for some rigid automorphism f of B^
and some positive automorphism  of B^. Then the associated self-injective algebra
A=B^=G is said to be a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type . The Auslander{Reiten
quiver  A of A consists of m  2 components FB (X0); : : : ; FB (Xm−1) whose stable parts
are of the form Z and innitely components with the stable parts ZA1, distributed
in FB (R0); : : : ; F
B
 (Rm−1). From Proposition 3.8, the translation quivers F
B
 (
+
q ) and
FB (
−
q ), 0  q  m−1, are generalized standard full translation subquivers of FB (Xq),
respectively. Consider the two-sided ideals I+q =annA(F
B
 (
+
q )) and I
−
q =annA(F
B
 (
−
q )),
0  q  m− 1, of A. Then it follows from [63, 3:1] that B+q = A=I+q and B−q = A=I−q .
Therefore, there are tilted algebras B+q and B
−
q , 0  q  m − 1, of type  which are
factor algebras of A. We note that it is not the case for an exceptional tilted algebra
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B of wild type and A= B^=(’B^). Indeed, let B be the path algebra of the quiver
 : 1
 − − −
2
Then = B^=(’B^) is given by the quiver
bounded by 2=2=2, 0======, and =rad=K is the unique
tilted factor algebra of . Our interest in the self-injective algebras of wild tilted type
is also motivated by the following theorem proved recently by the third named author
and K. Yamagata [67, Theorem 5:5] (see also [65]).
Theorem 3.12. Let  be a wild self-injective algebra; and assume that   admits a
left stable (respectively; right stable) generalized standard full translation subquiver
which is closed under predecessors (respectively; successors). Then  is isomorphic
to an algebra B^=( B^) where B a tilted algebra of the form EndH (T ); where H is
a wild hereditary algebra; T is a tilting H - module without non-zero preinjective
(respectively; preprojective) direct summands; and  is a positive automorphism of B^.
3.13. We note also the following consequence of the main result of [66].
Theorem. Let A be a (self-injective) algebra which is stably equivalent to a self-injective
algebra  of wild tilted type . Then A is also self-injective of wild tilted type .
3.14. We end this section with the following characterization of symmetric algebras
of wild tilted type (see [66,67]).
Theorem. Let A be an algebra and  a wild quiver. The following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) A is symmetric of tilted type .
(ii) A is the trivial extension Bn D(B) where B is a tilted algebra of type .
(iii) A is stably equivalent to the trivial extension H n D(H); where H = k.
4. Cones of ZA1 -components
4.1. Let H be a hereditary algebra of wild type ,T a tilting H -module,B=EndH (T ),
and A = B^=G a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type . Then  A has a canonical
decomposition
 A = FB (X0) _ FB (R0) _    _ FB (Xm−1) _ FB (Rm−1)
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with m  2, induced by the decomposition 3:3 of  B^. Moreover, there are the tilted
algebras B+q =EndH (T
+
q ) and B
−
q =End(T
−
q ) associated respectively to the (generalized
standard) left stable parts FB (
+
q ) and the right stable parts F
B
 (
−
q ) of the components
FB (Xq), 0  q  m − 1. Our rst aim in this section is to show that all components
in the families FB (Rq), 0  q  m − 1, have also left stable and right stable full
translation subquivers formed by modules over the tilted algebras B+q+1 and B
−
q , where
B+m = B
+
0 , respectively.
Theorem. For a xed q; 0  q  m− 1; the following statements hold:
(i) For each component C from FB (Rq); there exist indecomposable modules X
+
and X− in C such that C+ = (! X+) is a left stable cone of C consisting
entirely of torsion-free B+q+1-modules, C
− = (X− !) is a right stable cone of
C consisting entirely of torsion B−q -modules and, for M 2 C+ and N 2 C−, we
have AM = B+q+1M and 
−
A N = 
−
B−q
N .
(ii) For each component D in Y(T+q+1) with the stable part ZA1 there exist an
indecomposable module Y in D and a component C in FB (Rq) such that the
cone (! Y ) of D is a left stable full translation subquiver of C which is closed
under predecessors.
(iii) For each component E in X(T−q ) with the stable part ZA1 there exist an
indecomposable module Z in E and a component C in FB (Rq) such that the
cone (Z !) of E is a right stable full translation subquiver of C which is closed
under successors.
Proof. First we note that B−q and B
+
q+1 are factor algebras of B^ and A. Let C be a
component from FB (Rq) and   a component from Rq such that C = F
B
 ( ), see 3:7.
In order to prove (i), it is sucient to show that there exist indecomposable modules
M and N in   such that  + = (! M) is a left stable cone consisting entirely of
B+q+1-modules and  
−=(N !) is a right stable cone consisting entirely of B−q -modules.
Indeed, then for X+ = FB (M), X
− = FB (N ), the cones C
+ = (! X+) = FB (! M)
and C− = (X− !) = FB (N !) will satisfy the required conditions. From Theorem
3:5(vi) we know that the support of any indecomposable B^-module in Rq is contained
in the convex subcategory of B^ given by the objects of B−q and B
+
q+1. Moreover,
B+q+1 =S
+
jt : : : S
+
j1B
−
q for a -reection sequence j1; : : : ; jt of sinks of QB−q . Let P1; : : : ; Pt
be all indecomposable projective B^-modules in Rq. Then the socles of P1; : : : ; Pt are
the simple B^-modules given by the vertices j1; : : : ; jt , and the tops of P1; : : : ; Pt are the
simple B^-modules given by the vertices of +jt : : : 
+
j1QB−q =QB+q+1 which are not vertices
of QB−q . Therefore, in order to prove our claim it is sucient to nd indecomposable
modules M and N in   such that  + = (! M) is left stable,  − = (N !) is right
stable, and HomB^(U; Pi) = 0 and HomB^(Pi; V ) = 0 for all modules U 2  +, V 2  −
and any 1  i  t. Observe also that, since  + ’ N for  of the form
   ! 3! 2! 1! 0;
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we have HomB^(U; Pi) = 0 for any U 2  + if and only if HomB^(lB^M; Pi) = 0 for any
l 2 N. Similarly, since  − = (−N)
 for 
 of the form
0! 1! 2! 3!    ;
we have HomB^(Pi; V ) = 0 for any V 2  − if and only if HomB^(Pi; −lB^ N ) = 0 for any
l 2 N. We know that mod B^ ’ mod H^ . Hence, the full subcategory of mod B^ given
by all non-projective objects of Rq is equivalent to the category of regular modules
over a wild hereditary algebra. Applying now [37, Theorem 1:1] we conclude that
there are indecomposable modules M and N in   such that HomB^(
l
B^
M; rad Pi) = 0
and HomB^(Pi=socPi; 
−l
B^
N ) = 0 for any l 2 N and 1  i  t. Moreover, we may
choose M and N such that  + = (! M) is left stable and   = (N !) is right
stable. Observe also that, since l
B^
M , l 2 N, are non-projective and −l
B^
N , l 2 N,
are non-injective, we have HomB^(
l
B^
M; Pi)=HomB^(
l
B^
M; rad Pi) and HomB^(Pi; 
−l
B^
N )=
HomB^(Pi=socPi; 
−l
B^
N ). Suppose now that there is a nonzero map f : l
B^
M ! rad Pi for
some l 2 N and 1  i  t. Since HomB^(lB^M; rad Pi)=0, f factors through a projective
B^-module P. But l
B^
M and rad Pi belong to Rq, and Rq separates
W
p<q(Xp_Rp)_Xq
from
W
p>q(Xp_Rp) in ind B^. Therefore P is a direct sum of modules from the family
P1; : : : ; Pt . Obviously, if f = f00f0 with f0 : lB^M ! P and f00 : P ! radPi, then the
image of f0 is contained in rad P. Moreover, again HomB^(
l
B^
M; rad P) = 0, and so f0
factors through a direct sum of modules from the family P1; : : : ; Pt . Consequently, for
any positive integer r, we may nd a sequence of maps
Pi1
h1−!Pi2 !    ! Pir hr−!Pir+1
such that i1; i2; : : : ; ir+1 2 f1; : : : ; tg, h1; : : : ; hr are non-isomorphisms and hr : : : h1 6= 0.
This leads to a contradiction because the radical of the ring EndB^(P1      Pt) is
nilpotent. Therefore, it is proved that HomB^(
l
B^
M; Pi)=0 for any l 2 N and 1  i  t.
The proof that HomB^(Pi; 
−l
B^
N ) = 0 for any l 2 N and 1  i  t is similar.
For (ii), take a component D in Y(T+q+1) with stable part ZA1. Consider the largest
B+q+1-submodules I1; : : : ; It of the indecomposable projective-injective modules P1; : : : ; Pt
of Rq, respectively. Clearly, I1; : : : ; It are indecomposable injective B+q+1-modules lying
in the regular part of Y(T+q+1). We know that B
−
q = S
−
j1 : : : S
−
jt B
+
q+1, and hence the
convex subcategory of B^ given by the objects of B−q and B
+
q+1 is an iterated one-point
coextension of B+q+1 using modules whose largest B
+
q+1-modules are It ; : : : ; I1. It follows
from (d) of (2:2) that there exists an indecomposable module Y in D such that =(!
Y ) is a left stable cone and HomB+q+1(L; Ij) = 0 for all L from  and 1  j  t.
Therefore, applying the dual of [53, 2:5:6], we conclude that  is a left stable full
translation subquiver of a component   in Rq which is closed under predecessors.
But then  = (! Y ) is also a left stable full translation subquiver of the component
C = FB ( ) in F
B
 (Rq) which is closed under predecessors. The proof of (iii) is dual.
In the notation of 2:2; 2:3 and 4:1, we have also the following facts.
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Corollary 4.2. For a xed q; 0  q  m− 1; the following statements hold:
(i) For each component C in FB (Rq) there exist indecomposable modules V
+ 2 C+
and V− 2 C− such that
(a) V+ =FT+q+1(U
+) for some indecomposable regular H -module U+ in G(T+q+1)
and V− = F 0
T−q
(U−) for some indecomposable regular H -module U− in
F(T−q ).
(b) (! V+) = FT+q+1(! U+) and (V− !) = F 0T−q (U
− !).
(ii) For each regular component E in  H there exist indecomposable H -modules Z+
and Z− in E with (! Z+) contained in G(T+q+1) and (Z− !) contained in
F(T−q ); and such that FT+q+1(! Z+) is a left stable cone contained in some C
+
1
and F 0
T−q
(Z− !) is a right stable cone contained in some C−2 ; where C1 and C2
are components in FB (Rq).
Proof. It is a direct consequence of (ii)(b) and (iii) of 2:2, (iii)(b) and (iii) of 2:3
and 4:1.
Corollary 4.3. For a xed q; 0  q  m1; the following statements hold:
(i) If M and N are indecomposable modules in FB (Rq) and with N non-projective;
then HomA(M; rAN ) 6= 0 for r/0.
(ii) If M and N are indecomposable modules in FB (Rq) then HomA(M; 
−r
A N ) = 0
for r/0.
Proof. Let C1 and C2 be components in FB (Rq) and M 2 C1 and N 2 C2 inde-
composable modules. Observe that for any injective A-module P and indecomposable
non-projective A-module X we have HomA(P; X ) = HomA(P=socP; X ) and P=socP is
not projective. Therefore, we may assume that M is not projective.
(i) It follows from (i) of 4:2 that there are indecomposable regular H -modules U+1 2
G(T+q+1) and U
+
2 2 G(T+q+1) such that D+1 = F+T+q+1(! U
+
1 ) is a left stable cone of
C1 and D+2 =F
+
T+q+1
(! U+2 ) is a left stable cone of C+2 . Clearly, there is a positive
integer s such that tAM 2 D+1 and tAN 2 D+2 for all t  s. Let tAM = FT+q+1(V )
and tAN = FT+q+1(W ) for V 2 (! U
+
1 ) and W 2 (! U+2 ). We know from [5]
that there is a positive integer p such that HomH (V; lHW ) 6= 0 for all l  p.
Moreover, since D+1 and D
+
2 consist of B
+
q+1-modules, we have
HomA(X; Y ) = HomA(X; Y ) = HomB+q+1(X; Y )
for all modules X 2 D+1 and Y 2 D+2 . Therefore, we get
HomA(M; 
l
AN )’HomA(tAM; lA(tAN )) = HomA(tAM; lB+q+1(
t
AN ))
= HomB+q+1(FT+q+1(V ); 
l
B+q+1
FT+q+1(W ))
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= HomB+q+1(FT+q+1(V ); FT+q+1(
l
HW ))
’HomH (V; lHW ) 6= 0
for all l  p. Therefore, we have HomA(M; rAN ) 6= 0 for r/0.
(ii) We may assume that N is not injective. It follows from (i) of 4:2 that there is an
indecomposable A-module U−2 such that D
−
2 =F
0
T−q
(U−2 !) is a right stable cone
of C−2 , and clearly consists of B
−
q -modules. Then there exists a positive integer s
such that −tA N 2 D−2 for all t  s. We know from 3:11 that B−q = A=I−q for some
ideal I−q of A. Put Z =M=MI
−
q . Clearly, then HomA(M; L) =HomB−q (Z; L) for any
module L 2 D−2 . We may assume Z 6= 0. Then it follows from 3:5 and 4:1 that Z
is a direct sum of indecomposable modules from X(T−q ) lying in components with
the orbit graph A1 or in the preinjective component. Applying now (ii)(d) of 2:3
we conclude that there is a positive integer p such that HomB−q (Z; 
−l
B−q
(−tA N ))=0
for all l  p. Finally, by (i) of 4:1, we have also −
B−q
L = −A L for any module
L 2 D−2 . Therefore, we proved that HomA(M; −rA N ) = 0 for r/0.
4.4. Let K be of the characteristic p> 0; G a nite p-group, A = KG, and assume
that A is wild. Fix a non-trivial normal subgroup N of G and put B= K(G=N ). Then
B is a factor algebra of A. We may consider B is an analogue of a tilted factor of a
self-injective algebra of wild tilted type, and we ask for the distribution of indecom-
posable B-modules in  A. The following shows that there is at most one B-module
in a non-periodic component of  A. This was noted rst by J.F. Carlson, and is a
modication of a theorem of G. Andrew.
Proposition. Let M be an indecomposable B-module such that rAM is a B-module
for some r 6= 0. Then rAM ’ M .
Proof. Let =KN . We know that A ’ 
2A. Consider the trivial A-module (-module)
K . For an A-module X we denote by XN the restriction of X to =KN . We claim that

2r (K) ’ K and dimK M = dimK 
2rA (M). By Schanuel’s Lemma, we know that for
the restrictions to  we have 
2rA (M)N ’ 
2r (MN )Q for some projective -module
Q. Since N acts trivially on M and on 
2r (M) we deduce 

2r
A (M) ’ Ka and Q = 0.
Moreover, we have MN ’ Kb, and then 
2r (MN ) ’ 
2r (K)b. It follows that 
2r (K) ’
K and a= b. This shows the claim. Dene now the element ~N 2 A to be the sum of
all elements of N . If X is an A-module then X ~N is a B-module. We shall show now
that M ⊗K 
2rA (K) ~N is projective as B-module. It is well-known that M ⊗K 
2rA (K) ’

2rA (M)P where P is projective. Since 
2rA (M) ~N=0 and P ~N is a projective B-module,
we infer that M ⊗K 
2rA (K) ~N is a projective B-module. Further, invoking 
2r (K) ’ K ,
we have an exact sequence
0! 
2rA (K) ~N ! soc 
2rA (K)! K ! 0:
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Tensoring this sequence with M we get a short exact sequence
0! M ⊗K 
2rA (K) ~N ! M ⊗K (soc 
2rA (K))! M ! 0:
Since M ⊗K 
2rA (K) ~N is a projective, hence injective, B-module, this sequence splits as
a sequence of B-modules, and then also a sequence of A-modules. Hence soc(M ⊗K

2rA (K)) ’ M Q0 for a projective B-module Q0. On the other hand, this is isomorphic
to soc(
2rA (M)P) where P is a projective A-module, and 
2rA (M)= soc(
2rA (M)).
So we get M Q0 ’ 
2rA (M) soc P. But soc P is also projective as B-module. We
want to show that M ’ 
2rA (M). This is clear if at least one of them is not projective
as a B-module. On the other hand, if they are both projective as B-modules, then they
are isomorphic to B, and hence are also isomorphic as A-modules.
We note that one get precise characterizations of modules where this happens (see
[8] for the case when N is cyclic of order p).
5. Distribution of simple and projective modules
In this section we are interested in the distribution of simple and projective modules
in the Auslander{Reiten components of self-injective algebras of wild tilted type. For
a tilted algebra B of wild type , we use the notations and decomposition of  B^
introduced in 3:5.
Proposition 5.1. Let B be a tilted algebra of wild type  and q 2 Z. Then the
following statements hold:
(i) Xq contains a simple module if and only if Xq−1 and Xq+1 contain projective
modules.
(ii) Xq contains a projective module if and only if Xq−1 and Xq+1 contain simple
modules.
(iii) Rq contains a simple module if and only if Rq−1 and Rq+1 contain projective
modules.
(iv) Rq contains a projective module if and only if Rq−1 and Rq+1 contain simple
modules.
(v) If Xq does not contain projective modules then Rq−1 and Rq contain projective
modules.
(vi) If Rq does not contain projective modules; then Xq and Xq+1 contain projective
modules.
Proof. Let B = EndH (T ) for a wild hereditary algebra H and a tilting H -module T .
Since mod B^ ’ mod H^ , as triangulated categories [28], by properties of the syzygy
functors 
H^ and 

−
H^
on mod H^ (see [59,60]), we conclude that 
B^(X
s
p) =X
s
p−1 and

−
B^
(Xsp) = X
s
p+1 for any p 2 Z. For any indecomposable projective B^-module P we
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have an Auslander-Reiten sequence
0! rad P ! P  rad P=socP ! P=socP ! 0
and 
B^(P=socP) = socP;

−
B^
(rad P) = topP. Then (i){(iv) immediately follow. For
(v), assume that Xq does not contain projective modules. Then B+q = EndH (T
0) = B−q
for a regular tilting H -module T 0 = T+q = T
−
q . Since B
0 = B+q = B
−
q is not a concealed
algebra, Xq is the unique component of  B0 containing a slice of type  (see [54, p.
46]), and consequently Y(T 0) contains an indecomposable projective B0-module which
is not preprojective, and X(T 0) contains an indecomposable injective B0-module which
is not preinjective. This implies that B−q−1 6= B+q ; B−q 6= B+q+1, and so both Rq−1 and
Rq contain projective B^-modules. This proves (v). For (vi) observe that, if Rq does
not contain projective B^-modules, then by (v), Xq and Xq+1 contain projective modules,
and B−q = B
+
q+1 is a wild concealed algebra.
We shall exhibit now self-injective algebras of wild tilted type having all possible
congurations of simple and projective modules.
5.2. Let B be the path algebra of the wild quiver (see 3:11)
1
 − − − 2
Then each component Xq contains exactly one projective module and the families
Rq do not contain projective modules. Moreover, B^=(’mB^ ); m  2, are self-injective
algebras of wild tilted type , each of the components FB (X0); : : : ; F
B
 (Xm−1) contains
one projective module, and all components in the families FB (Rq); q  m − 1,
are stable of the form ZA1. Clearly, by Proposition 5.1, each of the components
FB (Xq); 0  q  m− 1, contains exactly one simple module, whereas the components
in FB (Rq); 0  q  n− 1, do not contain simple modules.
5.3. Let r and s be positive integers with 2  r  s; B be the path algebra of the
following wild quiver r;s
where t = s − r, and put B+0 = B. Then, for p 2 Z, each of the components X2p
contains r projective modules, and each of the components X2p+1 contains s projective
modules. Moreover, all components in the families Rq; q 2 Z, are stable. There-
fore, for any m  1, and the self-injective algebra A = B^=(m
B^
) of wild tilted type
r;s, we have in  A m components FB (X0); : : : ; F
B
 (X2m−2), each of them containing
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r projective modules, m components FB (X1); : : : ; F
B
 (X2m−1), each of them containing
s projective modules, and all the remaining components, that is, the components of
the families FB (R0); : : : ; F(R2m−1) are stable of the form ZA1. Moreover, it follows
from Proposition 5.1 that each of the components FB (X0); : : : ; F
B
 (X2m−2) contains s
simple modules and each of the components FB (X1); : : : ; F
B
 (X2m−1) contains r simple
modules.
5.4. Let H = K be a connected hereditary algebra with at least 3 simple modules.
We know from Proposition 2.5(ii) that there exists a regular tilting H -module T such
that, for B = EndH (T ), the connecting component CT of  B determined by T does
not contain simple modules. Let B+0 = B. Then X0 = CT , and by Proposition 5.1
the components Xq; q 2 Z, do not contain simple and projective modules. Apply-
ing Propositions 5.1 again we deduce that each of the families Rq; q 2 Z, contains
both simple and projective modules. Take now a positive integer m and A = B^=(m
B^
).
Then A is a self-injective algebra of wild type ;  A has 2m regular components
FB (X0); F
B
 (X1); : : : ; F
B
 (X2m−1) without simple modules, and each of the remaining
families of components FB (Rq); 0  q  2m− 1, contains both simple and projective
modules.
5.5. Let H=K be a connected hereditary algebra with at least 3 simple modules. We
know from Proposition 2.5(ii) that there exists a regular tilting H -module T such that,
for B = EndH (T ), the connecting component CT of  B contains a simple module. Let
B+0 =B. Then X0=CT and clearly regular. Applying Proposition 5.1 we conclude that the
components X2p; p 2 Z, are regular and contain simple modules, and the components
X2p+1; p 2 Z, are non-regular and without simple modules. Moreover, each of the
families Rq; q 2 Z, contains both simple and projective modules. Take a positive
integer m and A= B^=(m
B^
). Then A is a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type , and
 A has m regular components FB (X0); F
B
 (X2); : : : ; F
B
 (X2m−2) with simple modules, m
non-regular components FB (X1); F
B
 (X3); : : : ; F
B
 (X2m−1) without simple modules, and
each of the remaining families of components FB (Rq); 0  q  2m− 1, contains both
simple and projective modules.
5.6. We shall present now an example of a self-injective algebra A of wild tilted type
having simple and projective modules in all parts of the canonical decomposition of
 A.
Let B be the bound quiver algebra KQ=I where Q is the quiver
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and I is generated by ; . We know from the nal part of 2:13 (modied con-
struction with T 01 instead of T1) that B is a tilted algebra of wild type  of the
form
Observe that B^ contains a convex subcategory given by the quiver
bound by 00 = 0; 00 = 0; 000 = 00; 000 = 0; !000 = ’00; ’000 =
0; 10=1!0; 10=1’0;  00=1’00; 11000=0; 11=0; 11=0; 1 0=0;
1 0=0; 11100=0 and 110=0, where =B^. Put B
+
0 =B. Then 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7; 6
is a -reection sequence of sinks of QB and B−0 =S
+
2 S
+
1 B; B
+
1 =S
+
3 B
−
0 ; B
−
1 =S
+
7 S
+
5 S
+
4 B
+
1 ;
B+2 =S
+
6 B
−
1 =B(B
+
0 ). Then X0 contains the projective modules P(1) and P(2); R0 con-
tains the projective module P(3); X1 contains the projective modules P(4); P(5) and
P(7), and R1 contains the projective module P(6). Applying Proposition 5.1 we then
conclude that X−1 contains the simple modules S1 and S2; R−1 contains the simple
module S3; X0 contains the simple modules S4; S5 and S7, and R0 contains the simple
module S6. Take now a positive integer m and A= B^=(mB^ ). Then A is a self-injective
algebra of wild tilted type  and each of the parts FB (Xq); F
B
 (Rq); 0  q  2m− 1,
contains both simple and projective modules.
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5.7. We are interested in the distribution of simple modules and projective modules in
the Auslander{Reiten components of self-injective algebras of wild tilted type whose
stable parts are of the form ZA1. Let  be the wild quiver
0 1! 2−    ! n !
and B the tilted algebra C[E; K] of type  considered in 2:12. Put B+0 = B. Then the
family R−1 of components in  B^ contains a component of the form
Hence, R0 contains a component whose stable part is the shift by 
−B^ of the stable
part of the above component and containing the simple modules S 0i =topP
0
i ; 1  i  n,
such that B^S
0
i =S
0
i+1 for any 1  i  n−1. Then any self-injective algebra of the form
B^=(r
B^
); r  1, has also Auslander{Reiten components of this form. Take now n= 2m
and the tilted algebra B of the form C[E; L], in the notation of (2:12), and put B+0 =B.
Then R−1 contains a component of the form
Moreover, R0 contains a component whose stable part is the shift of the stable part of
the above component by 
−
B^
and contains a subquiver of the form
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where S 02i = topP
0
2i ; 1  i  m, in mod B^. Observe that S 0n is of stable quasi-length
n = (n + 2) − 2 and n + 2 is the rank of K0(B). Clearly, the trivial extension Bn
D(B) = B^=(B^) has also components of the above form and n + 2 is also the rank of
K0(Bn D(B)). It follows from Proposition 2.9 that if we replace the branch K or L
by a branch V of the same length then  = C[E; V ] is again a tilted algebra of type
 given by a tilting K-module without non-zero preinjective direct summands,and
we may consider self-injective algebras ^=G of tilted type whose Auslander{Reiten
quiver has a component with the stable part ZA1 and the conguration of projective
(respectively,simple modules) given by the shape of the branch V . For example if
n= 8 and V is of the form
with =0 then,for =C[E; V ] and A=nD();  A has a component of the form
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Moreover, A contains a component with the corresponding conguration of simple
modules whose stable part is the shift of the stable part of the above component by

−A .
6. Stable bricks
6.1. Let A be a self-injective algebra. We call an indecomposable A-module M a brick
[53] (respectively, stable brick [50]) if EndA(M) ’ K (respectively, EndA(M) ’ K).
Observe that the whole A-orbit of a stable brick M in  A consists of stable bricks. In
particular, for any (non-projective) simple A-module S, the modules iAS; i 2 Z, are
stable bricks. Moreover, we have the following result proved in [22, Theorem 5:4].
Proposition. Let C be a component of  sA of the form ZA1 and M a stable brick in
C; say of stable quasi-length r. Then any module in C of stable quasi-length s  r
is a stable brick.
The main aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Let A be a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type  and n be the
number of vertices of . Then the following statements hold:
(i) Let C be a component of  A with the stable part Z. Then every indecomposable
module in Cs is a stable brick.
(ii) Let C be a component of  A with the stable part ZA1 and M a stable brick
in C. Then sql(M)  n− 1.
(iii) Let M be a stable brick in  A and O(M) the A-orbit of M . Then all but nitely
many modules in O(M) are bricks.
Proof. Let A = B^=G for a tilted algebras B of type  and G = ( B^) with a positive
automorphism  of B^. From 3:7 we know that the push-down functor FB : mod B^ !
mod B^=G, associated with Galois covering FB : B^! B^=G=A, induces a Galois covering
FB : ind B^! ind B^=G = ind A
of stable module categories. Let M be an indecomposable non-projective A-module.
Then there exits an indecomposable non-projective B^-module Z such that M = FB (Z),
and
EndA(M) ’
M
m2Z
HomB^(Z;
gmZ)
where g=  B^. Consider the canonical decomposition
 B^ =
_
q2Z
(Xq _Rq)
of  B^. Let Z 2 Xt _Rt for some t 2 Z. Since B^(Xq)=Xq+2; B^(Rq)=Rq+2, for any
q 2 Z, and  is a positive automorphism of B^,we conclude that for any m 6= 0; gmZ
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does not belong to Xt_Rt_Xt+1_Rt+1. We know that HomB^(Xt_Rt ;Xq_Rq)=0 for
q< t. Finally, from (vii) and (viii) of Theorem 3:5 we also have HomB^(X
s
t ;X
s
q) = 0
and HomB^(R
s
t ;R
s
q) = 0 for any q  t + 2. Therefore, we get EndA(M) ’ EndB^(Z).
Now, if M is not projective and lies in a component C of  A with the stable part Z,
then C = FB (Xt) and EndA(M) ’ EndB^(Z) ’ K because any module in a component
Xq is a brick, since Xq is generalized standard. This proves (i). Observe also that,
in this case, there exists a positive integer r such that lAM 2 FB (+t ) and −lA M 2
FB (
−
t ) for any l  r. Since, by Proposition 3.8, FB (+t ) and FB (−t ) are generalized
standard full translation subquivers of C = FB (Xt) and C has no oriented cycles, we
get EndA(lAM) ’ K and EndA(−lA M) ’ K for any l  r. Consequently, all but
nitely many modules in O(M) are bricks. Assume now that M is a stable brick and
lies in a component C with the stable part ZA1. Then C = FB (D) for a component
D from the family Rt . We know from Theorem 4:1 and its proof that there exist
quasi-simple B^-modules Z+ and Z− in D such that D+ = (! Z+) is a left stable
cone of D consisting of B+t+1-modules, D
− = (Z− !) is a right stable cone of D
consisting of B−t -modules. Moreover, for X+ = FB (Z
+) and X− = FB (Z
−); C+ = (!
X+) is a left stable cone of C consisting of B+t+1-modules and C
− = (X− !) is a
right stable cone of C consisting of B−t -modules. Take a positive integer s such that
l
B^
Z 2 D+ and −l
B^
Z 2 D− for any l  s. Clearly, then lAM 2 C+ and −lA M 2 C−
for any l  s since M = FB (Z). It follows also from the proof of Theorem 4:1
that, if P1; : : : ; Pm are all indecomposable projective modules in the family Rt , then
HomB^(U; Pi) = 0 for any module U in D
+ and HomB^(Pi; V ) = 0 for any module
V in D−. Hence, EndB^(U ) = EndB^(U ) for any U in D
+ and EndB^(V ) = EndB^(V )
for any V in D−. We know that EndB^(Z) ’ EndA(M) ’ K . Therefore, for any
l  s, we get EndB^(lB^Z) = EndB^(lB^Z) ’ K and EndB^(−lB^ Z) = EndB^(
−l
B^
Z) ’ K .
But then, for l  s; EndA(lAM) = EndB+t+1(lAM) = EndB+t+1(lB^Z) = EndB^(lB^Z) ’ K
and EndA(−lA M) = EndB−t (
−l
A M) = EndB−t (
−l
B^
Z) = EndB^(
−l
B^
Z) ’ K . Consequently,
all modules lAM and 
−l
A M; l  s, are bricks. This proves (iii). For (ii) observe that
sql(M) = sql(sAM) for all integers s. Moreover, by (iii), we get EndA(
l
AM) = K for
all l/0. Further, it follows from (4:2) that, for r/0, we have rAM =FT+q+1(W ), where
FT+q+1=HomH (T
+
q+1;−) and W is an indecomposable regular H -module in G(T+q+1) with
ql(W )=sql(rAM)=sql(M). Since EndH (W )=EndA(
r
AM)=K , we get ql(W )  n−1
by [32,38]. Therefore, sql(M)  n− 1 and this nishes the proof.
Corollary 6.3. Let A be a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type  and n be the
number of vertices of . Then for any simple A-module S lying in a component of
 A with the stable part ZA1 the inequality sql(S)  n− 2 holds.
Proof. Let S1; : : : ; Sr be all simple modules lying in the components of  A with the
stable parts of the form ZA1. We may assume that for S=S1 the inequalities sql(Si) 
sql(S), 1  i  r, hold. Let P be the projective cover of S in mod A and C the
component of  A containing P. Then S belongs to a component D of  A such that
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Cs=
A(Ds), and clearly sql(S)=sql(rad P). Consider now the indecomposable module
R in C such that there is an irreducible map R ! rad P and sql(R) = sql(rad P) + 1.
Applying now [38, Sections 1 and 2] we conclude that R is a stable brick. Therefore,
by Theorem 6.2(ii), sql(R)  n− 1, and so sql(S)  n− 2.
6.4. Observe that if A is a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type  then the number
of vertices of  is smaller or equal the rank of the Grothendieck group K0(A) of A.
Hence we get also the following consequence of 6.2 and 6.3.
Corollary. Let A be a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type; m the rank of K0(A);
and M an indecomposable non-projective A-module lying in a component of  A whose
stable part is ZA1. Then the following statements hold:
(i) If M is a stable brick then sql(M)  m− 1.
(ii) If M is simple then sql(M)  m− 2.
Proposition 6.5. Let A = B^=( B^) be a self-injective algebra of wild type  and
 A = FB (X0) _ FB (R0) _    _ FB (Xm−1) _ FB (Rm−1). Assume that the hereditary
algebra H = K admits a brick of quasi-length r. Then there exist components Cq
in FB (Rq), 0  q  m− 1; which admit bricks of stable quasi-length r.
Proof. Fix q; 0  q  m − 1. Let E be a regular component of  H containing a
brick M of quasi-length r. Clearly, then all modules sHM , s 2 Z, are regular bricks of
quasi-length r. Consider now the tilted algebra B+q+1 = EndH (T
+
q+1) given by a tilting
H -module T+q+1 without non-zero preinjective direct summands (see 3:5). It follows
from 4:2(ii) that there exist an indecomposable regular H -module Z in E such that
(! Z) is contained in G(T+q+1) and FT+q+1(! Z) is a left stable cone of a component
Cq in FB (Rq). Observe now that, for some t  0, the modules sH (M), s  t, belong
to (! Z). Therefore, FT+q+1(sHM); s  t, are bricks of Cq of stable quasi-length r.
6.6. Let H = K be a wild hereditary algebra. Note that H has quasi-simple regular
bricks. Indeed, take a regular H -module X such that dimK X is minimal among the
K-dimensions of regular H -modules. Then, for any non-zero endomorphism f :X !
X , the module f(X ) is non-zero and regular. By the minimality of dimK X we get
f(X ) = X , and so f is an isomorphism. Since K is an algebraically closed eld, this
implies that EndH (X ) ’ K . We also mention that, by [38, 1:6], an indecomposable
regular module M = X (r) of regular length r and regular socle X is a brick if and
only if X (r − 1) is a brick without self-extensions (stone). We know that, if  has
n vertices, then the quasi-length of any regular brick (respectively, stone) in  H is at
most n − 1 (respectively, at most n − 2). We refer to [42, 3:3] for a complete list of
all hereditary algebras with n  4 simple modules having regular bricks (respectively,
stones) of quasi-length n− 1 (respectively, n− 2). For example, if we take n  4 and
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 of the form
1 2! 3−    ! (n− 2)! (n− 1) n
then the component of  A containing the simple modules S2; : : : ; Sn−1 given by the
vertices 2; : : : ; n − 2 is regular (see 2.12) and contains a H -orbit consisting of bricks
of quasi-length n− 1.
6.7. We also mention (see 5.7) that there are self-injective algebras A of wild tilted
type  such that the number of vertices, say n, of  is the rank of the Grothendieck
group K0(A) and  A admits a component C with the stable part ZA1 and containing
a simple module of stable quasi-length n− 2.
6.8. We end this section with some remarks on bricks, stable bricks and distribu-
tion of simple modules over wild blocks. Let K be of characteristic p> 0. It is not
known whether there are wild blocks B of group algebras KG having stable bricks of
quasi-length greater than one. In fact it is shown in [22, 6:3] that if G is a p-group and
B=KG is wild then any stable brick in mod B is quasi-simple. Moreover, in this case,
the trivial module K is the unique brick in mod B and it is a quasi-simple module of a
component of the form ZA1 [20,71]. In particular, the B-orbit of K consists of stable
bricks but contains exactly one brick, in contrast to the statement (iii) of Theorem 6:1.
There are known examples of wild blocks where simple modules are in tubes (see
[24,25]). In all known examples of wild blocks, the simple modules are quasi-simple.
One expects that this should be always the case for wild blocks. In [34,35] Kawata
has done some work toward proving this. In particular, he conrmed the conjecture
for the wild group algebras of p-solvable groups G and groups G having non-trivial
normal p-subgroups.
7. The growth number of modules
7.1. Let A be an algebra and P1; : : : ; Pn a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic
indecomposable projective A-modules. The Cartan matrix CA of A is the n n integral
matrix whose i{j-entry is given by dimK HomA(Pi; Pj). Assume now that gl dim A<1.
Then CA is invertible (over Z) and C−tA denes a bilinear form h−;−i on K0(A), namely
hx; yi= xC−tA yt
for x; y 2 K0(A). Then we have the integral quadratic form A on K0(A), called the
Euler form of A, given by A(x) = hx; xi for any x 2 K0(A). The bilinear form h−;−i
has a well-known homological interpretation [53]:
hdim X; dim Y i=
X
i0
(−1)idimK ExtiA(X; Y )
for any A-modules X and Y . The matrix A=−C−tA CA is called the Coxeter transforma-
tion of A. If I1; : : : ; In are the injective envelopes of the tops S1; : : : ; Sn of the projective
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modules P1; : : : ; Pn, respectively, then (dim Pi)A = −dim Ii for any 1  i  n. The
characteristic polynomial PA(x)=det(A−x  I) of A is called the Coxeter polynomial
of A. The roots of PA(x) form the set Spec(A) of eigenvalues of A, called the spec-
trum of A. Moreover, A=maxfjj;  2 SpecAg is said to be the spectral radius of
A. The radical rad A of A is equal to fx 2 K0(A); xA=xg [53, 2:4]. If T is a tilting
A-module and B=EndA(T ) then there is a Z-linear automorphism T : K0(A)! K0(B)
such that
(dimM)T = dimHomA(T;M)− dim Ext1A(T;M)
for any A-module M and AT = TB (see [53, 4:1]. In particular, we get A = B.
7.2. Let H be a connected wild hereditary algebra. Then it is known that H > 1
and there exists y+ 2 K0(H) with all coordinates positive such that y+H = Hy+
[15,48,73]. Moreover, Ringel has shown in [56] that H is a simple root of the Coxeter
polynomial PH (x) and jj<H for any  2 Spec(H ) dierent from H . Further, it
follows from [15] and [5] that:
(1) H = limn!1 n
q
dimK −nH P for any indecomposable projective H -module P.
(2) H = limn!1 n
p
dimK nH I for any indecomposable injective H -module.
(3) limn!1 n
p
dimK nHM=H =limn!1
n
q
dimK −nH M for any indecomposable regular
H -module M .
7.3. For a self-injective algebra A and an indecomposable non-projective A-module M
we may dene the left growth number +A (M) = limn!1
n
p
dimK nAM and the right
growth number −A (M) = limn!1
q
dimK −nA M . If 
+
A (M) = 
−
A (M) we denote this
number by A(M) and call the growth number of the module M .
Theorem. Let A be a self-injective algebra of wild tilted type ; H =K; and M be
a non-projective indecomposable A-module. Then +A (M) = H = 
−
A (M).
Proof. Let A= B^=( B^), for a tilted algebra EndH (T ) and a positive automorphism  
of B^, and
 A = FB (X0) _ FB (R0) _    _ FB (Xm−1) _ FB (Rm−1);
for some m  2, be the standard decomposition of  A. We have two cases to con-
sider. Assume rst that M belongs to FB (Xq), for some 0  q  m − 1. Then there
exists a positive integer s such that lAM 2 FB (+q ) and −lA M 2 FB (−q ) for any l 
s. Further, FB (
+
q ) consists of B
+
q -modules, where B
+
q is a tilted algebra EndH (T
+
q )
given by a tilting H -module T+q without non-zero preinjective direct summands, and
the functor HomH (T+q ;−) establishes an equivalence between the category of inde-
composable preinjective H -modules and the category of indecomposable B+q -modules
lying in FB (
+
q ). We know from [36, 2:1], 7:1 and 7:2 that H = limn!1 n
q
dimK nB+q I
for any indecomposable injective B+q -module I . Observe that 
s
A(M) = 
r
B+q
I for some
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r  0 and an indecomposable injective B+q -module I . Therefore, we get H = +AM .
Similarly, invoking the tilted algebra B−q = EndH (T
−
q ), the functor Ext
1
H (T
−
q ;−) and
the preprojective component of  H , we prove that H = −A (M). Assume now that
M belongs to a component C from FB (Rq). We know from Corollary 4.2 that there
exist indecomposable regular H -modules U+ in G(T+q+1) and U
− in F(T−q ) such that
D+ = FT+q+1(! U+) is a left stable cone of C and D− = F 0T−q (U
− !) is a right
stable cone of C. Clearly, there exists a positive integer r such that lAM 2 D+ and
−lA M 2 D− for all l  r. Applying again 7:1, 7.2 and [36, 2:1] we then infer that
H = limn!1 n
p
dimK nAM = 
+
A (M) and H = limn!1
n
q
dimK −nA M = 
−
A (M).
7.4. If a hereditary wild algebra H has only 2 simple modules then H = Kr where
r is the quiver given by r  3 arrows

−!...−!

and one easily checks that Kr = ((r
2 + r
p
r2 − 4)=2)− 1.
7.5. We note also that, if H is a wild hereditary algebra, T a tilting H -module with
non-zero regular direct summands and without non-zero preinjective direct summands,
B= EndH (T ); C a regular component of  B contained in the torsion-free class Y(T ),
then for any indecomposable B-module X in C we have +B (X )<
−
B (X ) [39].
8. Singularity of Cartan matrices
It is well-known that the Cartan matrix of any block of a group algebra is non-singular.
In this section we are interested in the problem of when the Cartan matrix of a
self-injective algebra of wild tilted type is non-singular. We will see that it is not
always the case. For a tilted algebra B of wild type  and a positive integer m, we
denote by (m)B the self-injective algebra B^=(
m
B ) of type . Thus 
(1)
B is the trivial
extension Bn D(B) of B by D(B). Moreover, let n be the number of vertices in .
Lemma 8.1. (i) The Cartan matrix of (1)B is CB + C
t
B.
(ii) For m  2 the Cartan matrix of (m) is the mn mn-matrix of the form2666664
CB 0 : : : 0 CtB
CtB CB 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 : : : CB 0
0 0 : : : CtB CB
3777775
Proof. Let e1; : : : ; en a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents of B with
1=e1+  +en, and fer; i; (r; i) 2 Zf1; : : : ; ngg the associated canonical set of primitive
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orthogonal idempotents of B^ (see 3.1). Then CB=(dimK eiBej)1i; jn. Moreover, ei(Bn
D(B))ej = eiBej  D(ejBei) and dimK D(ejBei) = dimK ejBei. Hence, CB + CtB is the
Cartan matrix of Bn D(B) = (1)B . Assume m  2. For 1  r  m; 1  i  n, denote
by e0r; i the (
m
B^
)-orbit of the idempotent er; i. Then, for 1  r; s  m and 1  i; j  n,
we have
e0r; i
(m)
B e
0
s; j =
8>><>>:
eiBej if r = s;
D(ejBei) if s= r − 1; r  2;
D(ejBei) if s= m; r = 1;
0 in the remaining cases:
Therefore, the Cartan matrix of (m)B has the required above form.
Proposition 8.2. (i) The determinant of the Cartan matrix of (1)B is
(−1)ndetCB det(B − In):
(ii) For m  2; the determinant of the Cartan matrix of (m)B is given by
(−1)mn(detCB)m
mY
r=1
det(B − rIn)
where 1; : : : ; m are the distinct mth roots of unity; and In is the identity matrix of
degree n.
Proof. For m = 1, the Cartan matrix of (1)B can be written in the form CB + C
t
B =
−CtB(−C−tB CB − I) =−CtB(B − I) and hence
det(CB + CtB) = (−1)ndetCB det(B − In):
Assume m  2. By the above lemma, the Cartan matrix of (m)B can be written in the
form
(−Imn)
2666664
CtB 0 : : : 0 0
0 CtB : : : 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 : : : CtB 0
0 0 : : : 0 CtB
3777775
2666664
B 0 : : : 0 −In
−In B : : : 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 : : : B 0
0 0 : : : −In B
3777775 :
Denote the second matrix by C0B. Then the determinant of the Cartan matrix of 
(m)
B
is equal to (−1)mn(detCB)mdetC0B. Consider now the m  m-matrix M over the eld
K of the form2666664
0 0 : : : 0 1
1 0 : : : 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 : : : 0 0
0 0 : : : 1 0
3777775
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Evidently, Mm = Im and Mr 6= Im for 1  r <m, so its minimal polynomial is equal
to Xm − 1. Clearly, it is also the characteristic polynomial of M . Hence the spectrum
of M consists of distinct mth roots 1; : : : ; m of unity, and consequently M can be
diagonalized over K . So there is an invertible mm-matrix P over K such that P−1MP
is diagonal, with the diagonal elements 1; : : : ; m. Then for any matrix aIm we get the
diagonal matrix
P−1(−M + aIm)P =
26664
−1 + a 0 : : : 0
0 −2 + a : : : 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 : : : −m + a
37775
Substituting in M a constant c by cIn and a by B we get from −M + aIm the matrix
C0B. Therefore, detC
0
B =
Qm
r=1 det(B − rIn). This nishes the proof.
Corollary 8.3. Let B be a tilted algebra of wild type  and assume rad K 6= 0.
Then the Cartan matrices of all algebras (m)B are singular.
Proof. We know from (7:1) that if rad K 6= 0 then 1 2 SpecK = SpecB. Then
the claim is a direct consequence of Proposition 8.2.
Corollary 8.4. Let B be a tilted algebra of wild type . Then rad K 6= 0 if and only
if the Cartan matrix of Bn D(B) is singular.
8.5. Let H be the path algebra of the wild type  with two vertices (see 7.4). Then
Spec(H ) = fH ; −1H g. We know that H > 1. Therefore, for any tilted algebra B of
type , the Cartan matrices of algebras (m)B ; m  1, are non-singular.
8.6. Let H be the path algebra K of the wild quiver  of the form
1  2 3! 4 5
Then it is easy to check that the vector (1; 1; 0;−1;−1) belongs to rad H , and so
rad H 6= 0. Hence 1 2 Spec(H ). Therefore, for any tilted algebra B of , we have 1 2
Spec(B)=Spec(H ) and consequently the Cartan matrices of all algebras 
(m)
B ; m  1,
are singular.
8.7. Finally, consider the path algebra H = K of the quiver  of the form
with m  2. Then it is easy to check that the Coxeter polynomial PH (x) is equal to
(x+ 1)m−1(x− H )(x− −1H ) with H = 2(m+
p
m2 − m)− 1, and hence Spec(H ) =
f−1; H ; −1H g. Since H > 1, the unique root of unity in Spec(H ) is −1. Let B be a
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tilted algebra of type . Then, for m even, the Cartan matrix of (m)B is singular. On
the other hand, for m odd, the Cartan matrix of (m)B is non-singular.
9. The complexity of modules and Ext-algebras
The aim of this section is to exhibit the homological dierences between the sym-
metric algebras of wild tilted type and group algebras.
9.1. We say that an N-graded K-vector space V =
L
n2N Vn has polynomial growth
if there are a non-negative integer c and a non-zero constant  with dimK Vn  nc−1
for n/0. If this exists then the smallest such c is denoted by (V ) and is said to be
the rate of growth of V . If V is not of polynomial growth we set (V ) =1.
9.2. Let A be an algebra, M an A-module, and consider a minimal projective resolution
   ! Pn+1 ! Pn !    ! P1 ! P0 ! M ! 0 ()
of M in mod A. If (
L
n2N Pn)<1 then following Alperin [1] we set cA(M) =
(
L
n2N Pn) and call it the complexity of M .
9.3. Let A be an algebra, M an A-module and ExtA(M;M) = n2N ExtnA(M;M) the
Ext-algebra of M with the Yoneda multiplication. Assume cA(M) exists. Then (ExtA
(M;M)) exists as well and is bounded by cA(M). First, observe that ExtnA(M;M) ’
HomA(

n
A(M); M). Applying HomA(−; M) to the minimal projective resolution () of
M we get the inequalities
dimK ExtnA(M;M)  dimK HomA(
nA(M); M)  dimK HomA(Pn;M):
Further, dimK HomA(Pn;M)  (dimK Pn)(dimK M)  (dimK M)nc−1 for n/0, where
c = cA(M), and we are done. This argument also shows that
(HomA((
nA(M); M))  cA(M):
Theorem 9.4. Let A be a symmetric algebra of wild tilted type and M a non-projective
indecomposable A-module. Then cA(M) does not exist.
Proof. It follows from (3:14) that A ’ Bn D(B) = B^=(B^) for a tilted algebra B of
wild type . Since A is symmetric we have 
2A = A. Consider a minimal projective
resolution
   ! Pn+1 ! Pn !    ! P1 ! P0 ! M ! 0
of M . Then dimK Pn = dimK 
nAM + dimK 

n+1
A M . Put N =

1
AM . For n= 2m, we get
dimK P2m = dimK mAM + dimK 
m
AN , and for n = 2m + 1, dimK P2m+1 = dimK 
m
AN +
dimK m+1A M . Further, from Theorem 7:3 we infer that
lim
m!1
m
p
dimK mAM = K = limm!1
m
p
dimK mAN and K > 1
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since  is a wild quiver. This implies that (
L
n2N Pn) =1, and hence cA(M) does
not exist.
9.5. We are now interested in the structure of algebras Ext(M;M) for indecompos-
able modules over symmetric algebras of wild tilted type. Let A be a self-injective
algebra and M an indecomposable non-projective A-module. For each n  1 we have
isomorphisms
HomA(

n
AM;M) ’ ExtnA(M;M) ’ HomA(M;
−nA M):
We shall consider also the subalgebra
ExtevA (M;M) =
M
m2N
Ext2mA (M;M)
of ExtA(M;M) =
L
n2N Ext
n
A(M;M) called the even part of Ext

A(M;M).
Theorem 9.6. Let A be a symmetric algebra of wild tilted type and M an indecom-
posable non-projective A-module lying in a component C of  A whose stable part is
ZA1. Then
(i) ExtevA (M;M) is a nite dimensional K-algebra.
(ii) (ExtA(M;M)) =1.
(iii) Ext2m+1A (M;M)  Ext2r+1A (M;M) = 0 for m; r/0.
In particular; rad ExtA(M;M) is nilpotent.
Proof. Let A be of wild tilted type  and H = K. It follows from Theorem 4:1
that there exist indecomposable modules X+ and X− in C and tilted algebras B+ =
EndH (T+) and B− = EndH (T−) such that the following conditions are satised:
(1) T+ is a tilting H -module without non-zero preinjective direct summands and C+=
(! X+) is a left stable cone of C consisting entirely of torsion-free B+-modules.
(2) T− is a tilting H -module without non-zero preprojective direct summands and
C=(X− !) is a right stable cone of C consisting entirely of torsion B−-modules.
It follows from 9:5 that
Ext2mA (M;M) ’ HomA(M;
−2mA M) = HomA(M; −mA M):
From (2) there is r  0 such that N = −rA M 2 C−. Moreover, by (d) of 2:3, there
exists s  1 such that HomB−(N; −lB−N ) = 0 for l  s. Hence for m  s we get
Ext2mA (M;M)’HomA(M; −mA M)
’HomA(N; −mA N ) = HomB−(N; −mB− N ) = 0:
Therefore, ExtevA (M;M) is nite dimensional, and consequently also
Ext2m+1A (M;M)  Ext2r+1A (M;M) = 0 for m; r/0:
For (ii), observe that by 9:5 and the Auslander{Reiten formula we have
Ext2m+1A (M;M) ’ Ext1A(
2mA M;M) = Ext1A(mAM;M) ’ DHomA(−A M; mAM):
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Take now t  0 such that Z = tAM 2 C+. Then
Ext2m+1A (M;M) ’ DHomA(tAM; m+t+1A M) ’ DHomB+(Z; m+1B+ Z):
Furthermore, by (b) of 2:2, there exist a regular component D of  H and an indecom-
posable module Y in D such that, for F+ = HomH (T+;−), F+(Y ) is an indecompo-
sable module of C+ and F+(! Y ) = (! F+(Y )). Clearly, we may choose t such that
Z = F+(Y ). But then we have DHomB+(Z; 
m+1
B+ Z) = DHomH (Y; 
m+1
H Y ). Finally, by a
result due to Baer [4], we know that
lim
m!1
m
q
dimK HomH (Y; m+1H Y ) = H
where H > 1 is the spectral radius of H . Therefore, Ext2m+1(M;M) grows expoten-
tially with m, and so (ExtA(M;M)) =1. This nishes the proof.
Corollary 9.7. Let A be a symmetric algebra of wild tilted type and M a quasi-simple
stable brick lying in a component C of  A with the stable part ZA1. Then ExtevA (M;M)
’ K , (rad ExtA(M;M))2 = 0, and (ExtA(M;M)) =1.
Proof. From [38, 1:2] we know that if H is a wild hereditary algebra and X is a
quasi-simple regular brick then HomH (X; −lH X ) = 0 for all l  1. Then the corollary
is a direct consequence of the above theorem (and its proof).
Theorem 9.8. Let A be a symmetric algebra of wild tilted type  and C a component
of  A with the stable part Z. Then there is a indecomposable module M in C
such that ExtevA (M;M) contains the free algebra Khx; yi as a graded subalgebra with
deg x = deg y = r > 0 and Ext2m+1A (M;M) = 0 for all m  0.
Proof. Let H = K. We know from 3:5 and 3:14 that there is a tilted algebra B =
EndH (T ) given by a tilting H -module T without non-zero preprojective direct sum-
mands and a full translation subquiver D=(−N) of C which is closed under succes-
sors, consists of B-modules, and the functor F 0 = Ext1H (T;−) induces an equivalence
between the additive category add(P) of the preprojective component P of  H and the
additive category add(D) of D. Moreover, since D is generalized standard, we have
HomA(U; V ) = HomA(U; V ) for all modules U and V in D. It follows from [44, 6:4]
that there exist an indecomposable module P in P, a positive integer r, and monomor-
phism P  P (x;y)−! −rH P with a regular cokernel Q. Consequently, for all m  0, the
sequences
0! −mH P  −mH P
(−mH x;
−m
H y)−−−−−−! −r−mH P ! −mH Q ! 0
are exact. Consider now the orbit algebra
O(P) =
M
i0
HomH (P; −iH P)
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of P. Recall that for f : P ! −iH P and g : P ! −jH P the multiplication f  g in O(P)
is given by the composition
f  −iH g : P
f−! −iH P
−iH g−! −i−jH P:
Then O(P) is a Z-graded algebra with the zero part HomH (P; P) ’ K . It follows from
the above properties of P that the subalgebra of O(P) generated by the zero part K and
the elements x; y of degree r is the free algebra Khx; yi in two generators. Take now
M = F 0(P) 2 D and consider the algebra ExtevA (M;M). We know that Ext2mA (M;M) ’
HomA(M;

−2m
A M) ’ HomA(M; −mA M) = HomA(M; −mA M). Observe that −A restricted
to add(D) is a functor. Then the above isomorphisms induce the commutative diagrams
Ext2iA (M;M)⊗ Ext2jA (M;M)
ij−−−−−! Ext2(i+j)A (M;M)
’
??y ??y ’
HomA(M; −iA M)⊗ HomA(M; −jA M)
ij−−! HomA(M; −i−jA M)
where ij and ij are given by the Yoneda multiplication in ExtevA (M;M) and the mul-
tiplication of the orbit algebra O(M), respectively. Therefore, ExtevA (M;M) and O(M)
are isomorphic as Z-graded algebras. Clearly, the functor F 0 induces an isomorphism
of Z-graded algebras O(P) and O(M). This implies that ExtevA (M;M) contains Khx; yi
as a graded subalgebra with deg x = deg y = r > 0. Finally, for m  0, we have
Ext2m+1A (M;M) ’ Ext1A(M;
−2mA M) ’ Ext1A(M; −mA M) ’ DHomA(−m−1A M;M) = 0,
since M is indecomposable and D is stably generalized standard.
9.9. From now we assume that K is of characteristic p> 0, G is a nite group whose
order is divisible by p, and = KG.
Theorem. Let M be an indecomposable non-projective -module. Then the following
statements hold:
(i) Ext(M;M) is a nitely generated K-algebra.
(ii) Extev (M;M) is a commutative algebra.
(iii) There are elements in Ext(M;M) which are not nilpotent.
In particular, there is a positive integer r such that Extrm (M;M) 6= 0 for all m  1.
Proof. The statement (i) follows by the Evens Theorem [23] saying that H(G;M)
is a noetherian module of the ring H(G;K), and the later one is a nitely generated
graded K-algebra. For (ii) we refer to [23], and for (iii) to [7].
Theorem 9.10. Let M be an indecomposable -module. Then M has a complexity
c(M). Moreover; c(M) = (Ext(M;M)) and it is bounded by the p-rank of G.
Proof. We shall indicate why the complexity c(M) exists. Let    ! Pm !    !
P1 ! P0 ! K be a minimal projective presentation of K in mod. Then Extm(K; K) ’
Hom(Pm; K). It follows from the mentioned above result by Evans that c(K) is
dened and c(K) = (Ext(K; K)). Then dimK Hom(Pm; K)  mc−1 for m/0, c=
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c(K),  6= 0. If G is a p-group then dimK Pm = jGjdimK Hom (Pm; K) and dimK Pm
has a polynomial growth. In general, let D be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. A minimal
projective resolution of K in mod can be obtained from taking a direct summand
of one induced from a minimal projective resolution of K in modKD, and it follows
that dimK Pm  (G : D)jDjmc−1. If M is an arbitrary indecomposable -module then
a projective resolution of M in mod is obtained by tensoring M with a projective
resolution of K , and hence the existence of c(M) follows similarly. For the equality
c(M) = (Ext(M;M)) we refer to [14]. Moreover, the inequality c(M)  p-rank
of G follows by a result due to Quillen [51].
9.11. Clearly, for an indecomposable -module M , we have c(M) = 0 if and only if
M is projective. The following fact due to Eisenbud [18] is also well-known.
Theorem. Let M be an indecomposable non-projective -module. Then c(M) = 1 if
and only if M is periodic.
9.12. We end the paper with an example showing that there are symmetric algebras
having indecomposable non-periodic modules of complexity 1. For a non-zero element
q of K , Liu and Schultz considered in [47] a symmetric algebra (q) of dimension
8 which is given by generators x0; x1; x1 and relations x2i = 0 and xi+1xi + qxixi+1 = 0
for i = 0; 1; 2 (where x3 = x0). Moreover, for any q which is not root of unity, they
constructed a 4-dimensional cyclic non-periodic (q)-module M such that all syzygies

n(q)(M) are 4-dimensional. Consequently, c(q)(M) = 1. For further properties of
algebras (q) we refer to [57].
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